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CHAPTER I
GENERAL INTRODUCTION

hi
1,

Sup erconduct ivlty
Superconductivity was discovered in 1911 by Kamerlingh Onnes

and his co-workers when they observed that the electrical resistance
of a mercury sample abruptly fell to an immeasurably small value
when the sample was cooled below a temperature of 4.2 K.

Since

then, superconductivity has been observed in many metals and alloys,
each having a different critical temperature, T . For most superconductors, however, T

lies in the liquid helium range and the

highest critical temperature observed to date occurs in Nb3Ge, a
so-called A15 alloy, with T

= 23 K. As its name implies, a wire
c

made of superconducting material will carry an electric current I,
without resistance up to a critical value I . This critical current
is temperature dependent and vanishes as T approaches T . Another
important characteristic of superconductors is the Meissner effect:
in an external magnetic field H smaller than H , the so-called thermo!

-

:

•

dynamical critical field, the magnetic induction B inside the
superconducting metal is zero. The field only penetrates in a surface layer of characteristic size X (^ 50-500 nm)> the magnetic
penetration depth, in which superconducting shielding currents flow.
2
The field H c is related to % U Q H , the energy it costs to go

directly from the normal to the superconducting state in zero field,
the condensation energy,
A microscopic explanation for superconductivity was given,
46 years after its discovery, by Bardeen, Cooper, and Schriefferthe so-called BCS theory,

According to this theory, at T < T ,due

to a phonon mediated interaction, a certain proportion of the conduction electrons in the metal is bounded into Cooper pairs. A
pair consists of a 2-electron state (k+, -k+) with wavevector k
and charge 2e. At T=0, the electrons form a condensate of pairs,
while at higher temperatures more pairs gradually break up into
single particle excitations, also called quasiparticles. An excitation results if the state (k+, -k-V) is occupied by only one electron
and blocks this state for pair formation. The minimum excitation
„o

energy is A(T), the energy gap, where at T=0 A(0) «v 10

eV.

The

characteristic size for a Cooper pair,the BCS coherence length E
is large, of the order of 10 - 1000 nm.

The superconducting state

can be described by a macroscopic wavefunction ¥(r) =
|y(r)| exp[i<Kr)]. Microscopically Y(r) represents the wavefunction of the center of mass of the Cooper pairs, and its norm
|¥(r)|

yields their density n (r). Pairs are continually scatter-

ing from one k state to another. This interaction gives rise to
coherence. ¥(r) is near T , governed by the Ginzburg-Landau (GL)
1,2
equations

i
= - a(T)f

(la)

'l

Here e is the electronic charge -|e|, m = 2m with m the single
electron mass, A the vector potential and a(T) and B can be determined from microscopic theory (BCS). Note that Eq.(la) is similar
to the Schrödinger equation for a particle with charge 2e, apart
from a mean field interaction term, while Eq,(lb) is the standard
quantum mechanical expression for a current of paired electrons.
1
2
2
It can be shown that the condensation energy h)x H = a /2(J.
From Eq.(la) one can deduce that within the bulk Hf(r) is constant up to a characteristic distance 5 , the GL coherence length,
away from the boundaries of the superconductor.

This distance is

related but distinct from £ . Because near the transition M

« L

it also determines the length over which A will change, for instance,

\i
;

3;
at a N(normal) - S(superconducting) boundary.

Furthermore, Eq.

(lb) together with the Maxwell equations gives X, the penetration

';
f

depth for a magnetic field.

li
In anticipation to the work reported here, let us confine our-

A

i
selves to the case of a superconductor with an electronic mean free
path Ü much smaller than 5 , in a temperature range 1 - T/T < 10 .
o
c *•

',
I
I
'i

Then the coherence length £ and the penetration depth A are given by

5 (T) = .85 (E l)h (1 - T/TX h

(2)

X (T) = f.75Ej A Q (1 - T/T c )" a

(3)

!"•> 72
where 2 is the electronic mean free path, £ = Q,18hv_/knT with v„
O

h

r

D C

t

the Fermi velocity and (£ &) the effective size of a Cooper pair.
2
In this case, A = pfc/p v„ with p the resistivity in the normal
0

Or

state» giving X ^ 30 nm. As a typical example for aluminum, one
finds for a sample with £ = 0.1 pm and 1 - T/T c = 5 x 10 ,
—16 2
5 = 1.5 ym and A = 0.2 ym (using g% = 4 x 10 fim and v„ =
r

6

1

1.3 x 10 ms" ).

2.

Intermediate state, mixed state
Depending on the ratio A/5 = <t the Ginzburg-Landau parameter

the behavior of a superconductor in a magnetic field will be qualitatively different.

A type I material is one in which K < 1//2.

When the field at the surface exceeds H , the superconducting state

c
breaks up into an alternating layered structure of N and S domains,
whose domain boundaries are planes which are parallel to the direction of an applied field. This is called the Intermediate state.
The period of the structure ranges between £ and the macroscopic
sample size. These domains are separated by a region in which |f|
is uniform on the S side and which goes to zero at the N side over

•A \

a length of about £, while H in N decays from the value H to
zero into S over a length of about X. The surface energy associated with a domain wall is proportional to (C - X ) . Type II
superconductors are materials with K > l/2. Here the domain wall
energy is negative and the equilibrium configuration is one which
maximises the surface to volume ratio. For fields greater than a
critical value H c l (Hcl< H c >, a regular array of vortices is formed.
This state is called the mixed state, A vortex can be described
as a filamentary region of magnetic field having a radius X. In
that region \ü\ decreases to zero on the axis over a radius g. A
vortex of supercurrent concentrates the field towards the center.

3.

Current-induced intermediate state
If the current In a superconducting wire exceeds a critical

value I , the superconducting state will break up. The value of
I is that which will produce the critical field at the surface of

).

the wire.

i
|

(For a wire with radius r,I = H /2irr.) However, no
c
c

direct transition to the normal state occurs. That this does not

1

take place can be seen by the following argument. Should the wire

i

become completely normal then the current density in the wire would

(

become uniform which would imply that the field inside the wire is

A

less than H . It can be shown2>3that in type I materials a currentinduced Intermediate state is formed consisting of a core with a
saw-tooth like N-S structure with periodicity along the direction

•.i

|

of the current, surrounded by a completely normal region. When
the intermediate state is reached the resistance jumps to a value
of about half its norrcal value.

For larger currents, the voltage

rises continuously towards the normal ohmic resistance. In the
case of type II superconductors, at fields H , < H

resistance

appears continuously as a result of the movement of vortices which
are formed at the surface and contract in the center. Here the
appearance of resistance is very much dependent on the occurrence
of inhomogeneities of order £, pinning centra which partially
inhibit the movement of vortices.

4.

Microstrips
It is interesting to consider wires with transverse dimensions

small compared to both £ and A like whiskers.

Experimentally it

is more practical to study filament structures formed in a thin
film, like microstrips which have transverse dimensions ranging
from 0.1 to 1 urn.
In a one-dimensional geometry with thickness d and width w
both less than 5, ¥ will only be allowed to change in the direction
of the current. Furthermore in a thin film with d«A the effective
penetration depth for a transverse field A. is given by A /d and
2
the current will be nearly uniform for wd < A . As a typical
example for a microstrip of tin or aluminum with w = 2 vim and
d = 50 nm, I will be size limited giving & - 50 nm. Using Eqs.

o

—2

(2) and (3), wd = A occurs for (1 - T/T }= 3 x 10

where

.\ =s 0.3 vm and C = 0.5 um in tin and 1 vim in aluminum.
As will be shown below, the critical current in such a onedimensional geometry is determined by pair-breaking.

5.

In this case

Voltage-carrying states in microstrips
In a one-dimensional superconductor carrying a supercurrent,

|HI| is constant. The GL current density j

is given by

s
j g = 2e|Y|2vs

(4a)

with

Here v is the superfluid velocity, If is the equilibrium value of
s
o
I1?! for j

= 0 , and m is the (single-) electron mass.

From Eqs.

(4a) and (Ab) it follows that the maximum supercurrent density j
is determined by v = v . This occurs when the superfluid momens
c
turn, 2mv , is equal to Ti/S/3 and |v| /¥ = 2/3.
s
o

This indicates

n

that at the critical current, l^l (<* h ) has already partially

{

been reduced by the pair-breaking effect of the supercurrent. At
larger values of v no stable uniform solution of j can be found.
s
s
A
It is found experimentally that when the critical current is

I
4

exceeded in a superconducting micxostrip, voltage-carrying states

with a resistance significantly below the normal state resistance
can occur.

_2
In a temperature range such that (1 - T/T ) < 1.5 x 10

phase-slip centers (PSC) appear. These are successive local voltage
units which manifest themselves as steplike increments in voltage
in the I-V characteristic.

(In Fig. lc of Chapter II such a voltage

step is shown.) For temperatures such that (1- T/T ) > 3 x 10

,

the PSC regime degenerates into a region of normal material, a so5
called "hot spot." When this occurs an S-N-S interface is formed
within the sample.

(See Chapter III).

These two phenomena, phase-slip centers and hot, spots form the
subject of this thesis.
The meaning of the word PSC derives from the concept of phaseslip events.

These are associated with the appearance of resistance

just below T a,s a result of thermal fluctuations.
c

In the presence

of a DC vc'.tage the phase factor of f has a time dependence
exp(-i2u t/h) where p is the electrochemical potential of the
s
s
pairs.
Fermi

In zero electric field u is identical to the normal state
s
energy. Hence, when there is a voltage difference V over

a filament, the phase difference <)>..„ between the ends increases
steadily according to the Josephson relation
d*12

2eV

IT = T-

(5)

iéfc
Since the superfluid momentum p i s equal to Tfl$, one can deduce
s
from Eqs.(4) and (5) that a steady acceleration of the supercurrent
2 must end as soon as j reaches its critical value. However,
s
s
8

an oscillatory process can be found,

i 12

in which j =1 Hf| V<(> remains

V'

(J

constant.

In a region of order g, M

becomes very small while

at the same time d(f/dx increases strongly.

For |^|-H)S phase coher-

ence is momentarily lost and the phase is reduced by 2 T after
which <|>12 increases again.
1

These events explain the broadening

of the resistive transition at the superconducting side and the
rounding of the I-V characteristic towards the normal state very

^.J—

near T . They are theoretically well understood which is less true
for the phase-slip center process mentioned above.
One should note here that if j departs from its uniform
s

equilibrium value, a part of the current delivered by the source
i '

is carried by the quasiparticles as a normal current j , giving

I
-•

rise to dissipation.
-

The total current I in the strip can now be

expressed as I = jA = (j

1

s

+ j )A where A is the cross sectional
n

area of the strip.
A phase-slip center can be described by the following model
developed by Skocpol, Beasly and Tinkham [Ref. 4 and Fig. l(a)
*

of Chapter II], In a core region of sice ^ 5, the order parameter
¥ oscillates with the Josephson frequency [Eq.(5)] where V is the
1
|
.

total voltage across the phase-slip center. This voltage is gen-

i v

erated outside the core as a difference between the electrochemi*

cal potential of the pairs u and that of the quasiparticles, u .
S

Xi

The time-averaged value of u

experiences a discontinuous jump
s
eV at the core. Except for the discontinuity, u is constant in
s
space.

This is consistent with the picture that all time dependent

processes are restricted to the core region only. When \v\-*Q in
Che core, the current is partially carried by the quasiparticles.
Hence there exists also an oscillating normal current which is
proportional to a gradient of u and which diffuses away into the tails
of the PSC (the outer regions of the core).

This current can be

regarded as an injection of quasiparticles in the superconducting
tails.

This leads to a stationary no.iequilibrium quasiparticle
g

distribution in which a charge Q* resides in the quasiparticles.
Note that in equilibrium the distribution of electron-like
(k > kp) respectively hole-like (k < kj) quasiparticles is equal.
To maintain electron neutrality, this charge is compensated for
by the condensate which, through a shift in y , changes the occupancy
s
of pairs in the condensed state. Therefore Q* is directly related
to the difference between v and u
n
s

(6)

2N(0)

where N(0) is the single-electron density of states. The charge
imbalance Q* has opposite sign on both sides of the core and it
decays by relaxation and diffusion. The relaxation time x n . is
k
related to the diffusion length A A by A Q A = (DTA ) with

10

Q

D = 1/3 v_8. the normal state diffusion constant.
s

In the I-V

curve the differential resistance of a PSC i s shown to be proportional to 2A-JI/L where R/L i s the resistance per unit length.
[Ref. 4 and Sec, 2.3 of Chapter II]

For a current I = jA fixed

by the source, additional voltage units w i l l appear when, on a
time-averaged scale, j

<= Vu

the local supercurrent j - j

[Eq.(6>] has become so small that
in the t a i l s exceeds j .

At the

core of each PSC, the time-averaged supercurrent i s equal to a
fraction B <v 0.5 of the GL c r i t i c a l current I ,
A stationary t a i l of charge imbalance i s also prepent at an
N-S interface.

When normal current enters S, i t i s converted

into supercurrent in a region with size of about A ..
dependent phenomena take place and j

No time-

= 0 at the boundary.

This

s
distinguishes the N-S interface case from the phase-slip center.
The rime T n ., characteristic for a charge imbalance

1
,4

relaxation

is determined by inelastic processes with phonons,

because the BCS transition probability for elastic scattering (
neglecting any pair-breaking interaction ) is zero. It is related11
to the gap A and the inelastic scattering time t by the relation
£

(7)
Near

diverges because A is proportional to (1 - T/T ) .

11

;
'

Even in superconductors which have a relatively long relaxation time x„, such as tin and aluminum, x.. is small, and is of
the order of nanoseconds, In the PSC case one determines it indi-

'"

rectly by measuring AftA.

\

is about 5 jim in tin

For a film thickness of about 50 nm, A

A

and 20 um in aluminum (Chapter II),

i
<

Joule heating causes a temperature rise of the PSG with
respect to the helium bath. This becomes especially important away
from T
!

t

3/2
is proportional to (1 - T/T )
. The tempera-

because I
C

C

C

ture rise will be largest at the core of the PSC's and it can finally
cause the time-averaged supercurrent to vanish. When this occurs,
a configuration is reached with a normal "hot spot" located in the
middle of the strip.

A diffusive tail of charge imbalance develops

at both boundaries with the S region. As the voltage increases,
the normal region increases also until it finally occupies the whole
strip.

In Chapter III a model is constructed which calculates the

I-V characteristic of a PSC which goes over into a normal "hot spot."
To obtain this A .aswell as its temperature dependence must be taken
q*
into account.
To gain a better understanding of the phase-slip center process
an experiment was designed to measure local values of the quasiparticle- and pair-potential. This was done to answer questions
caused by previous experiments on the differential resistance of a
12
PSC in aluminum by KLapwijk and Mooij.
Their resistance did not
show a divergent behavior near T

as one should expect from Eq.(7).

Because of the slow relaxation rate in aluminum it is possible to
obtain a good spatial resolution by means of voltage probes which

12

13N

I

are suitably spaced.

(In the present work these are about 2 vim

large and have mutual distances ranging from 4 to 30 pm,) In order
not to influence the PSC process each probe must be separated from
the sample by means of an oxide layer, thereby forming a probe-tosample tunnel-junction. A probe made of normal material, yields p ,
while a probe made of superconducting material, with a small enough
barrier thickness (<v 2 nm) to allow for Cooper pair tunneling (Josephson junction) will yield p . A superconducting probe with a thicker
s
junction barrier and a larger resistance will not only yield u n but
can also be used to determine local values of the gap. To con&truct
such a sample, state of the art thin-film photolithographic- and
evaporation techniques were used.
In Chapter II the results of local potential- and gap measurements at a PSC in aluminum are presented and discussed.

Special atten-

tion is being, given to pair-breaking interactions which can shorten
the relaxation time T... . They are relevant in superconductors having a relatively large value for T„ such as aluminum.

The spatial

dependence of y in aluminum reported here, as well as those in tin
13
and indium by Dolan and Jackel, indicate that the SBT model of
exponential decay of the potentials is valid.
the decay length of p

However, even though

in Al shows the expected divergent behavior,

the effective value of T_ extracted from it is a factor of about
three smaller than found in experiments by others on thicker sam-

In phase-slip centers relaxation occurs in the presence of a
supercurrent, which is likely to affect the relaxation rate. In

13

Chapter IV the spatial dependence of p. is calculated for the case
that current-Induced relaxation is the main mechanism.
lations indicate that the spatial dependence of y R

The calcu-

for large current

values will deviate from exponential» which is not the case in our
y (x) measurements. Measurements of the local values of the gap L
near the core of a FSC seem to indicate that the depression of 6,
(which is strongest at the core), extends over a distance of the
order of A „ 4 which is much larger than the coherence length.
To understand the physics of a PSC it is important to understand the influence of dissipation.

The experiments in Sn

showed

that Joule heating was responsible for not observing divergent behavior of the differential resistance of PSC's as T goes to T . Heating is even more detrimental in the case of Al, because the temperature is lower. This can be seen from the following argument:
a rule of thumb, x E «

T

as

) » where 0_ is the Debije temperature,

while the thermal boundary conductance, Y„, which plays an important
3
role in the heat conduction to the helium bath, varies as T . To
c
reduce the effect of heating the thickness d of the sample is made
as small as possible, (in our experiments d ^ 40 nm).
In Chapter III a non-linear differential equation is derived
which describes in an elegant way the development of a PSC into a
normal "hot spot" under the influence of Joule heating.

This model

can be regarded as a generalization of the "hot spot" model of
Skocpol, Beasley and Tinkham.

It incorporates the temperature rise

due to the dissipative processes occurring in the charge imbalance

14

V:

tails. Numerical solutions are presented for a set of parameters,

!./•

including those appropriate for aluminum and tin. Subsequently

t!'.
\ '*'

I

they are compared with experiments.

J!;

Chapter IV has been published in the Journal of Low Temperature
Physics 46, 555(1981).

Chapters II and III are submitted to the same

journal.
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CHAPTER II.
Phase-slip centers in superconducting aluminum s t r i p s .
M. Stuivinga, C.L.G. Ham, J,E. Mooij and T.M. Klapwijk
Department of Applied Physics
Delft University of Technology
Delft, The Netherlands

,< •

ABSTRACT.

'

Phase-slip centers in aluminum strips are analyzed in detail.

-^....
;
N

1

Measurements have been performed on the spatial dependence of the
electrochemical potential and the energy gap. Exponential decay of the
quasiparticle potential is found, with a diffusion length that follows
-0 25
a (T - T)
temperature dependence. The relaxation rate is higher
C

than expected, corresponding t o an inelastic scattering time of t n s .
!

:'•

This i s likely due to enhanced electron-electron scattering in two-

i

dimensional metals. Gap measurements show depression of the gap in a
region of more than 20 jim. Longitudinal non-equilibrium of the

If

quasiparticles i s probably responsible. For the time-averaged super-

-

current, divided by the c r i t i c a l current, a value of 0.3 i s found in

i

the neighbourhood of T , lower than observed in t i n and indium.

i;
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1, INTRODUCTION
When in a superconductor the critical pair-breaking current is
exceeded, in general complicated time and position dependent phenomena
will occur. A dissipative state develops with a resistance significantly below the normal state value. In one or more regions with a
size of the order of the coherence length, the order parameter will
vary periodically. The period of the variation is connected to the
difference of the pair electrochemical potential by the Josephson
relation. In one of the first theoretical models of this process it
was supposed that the modulus of the order parameter became zero at
some instant in the cycle at which time the phase would change
discontinuously with 2«. This was called the phase-slip process.
Although at present the theoretical descriptions do not Include any
discontinuous jumps in the time domain, the name has survived to
indicate all processes where the order parameter varies periodically
in a limited region of a purely metallic character. There is a direct
and close analogy to the situation where vortices are passing by a
certain point.

The dynamic phase-slip process gives rise to a nonequilibrium
distribution of the quasiparticles• If the relaxation rate is low,
these nonequilibrium quasiparticles will diffuse out from the dynamic
region and the phase-slip 'core' will be accompanied by larger regions
on either side where a stationary nonequilibrium distribution gradually decreases to zero at longer distances. The whole unit of the
dynamic core together with the nonequilibrium tails is indicated with
the term phase-slip center (PSC).

Although significant progress has been made recently, theory is
as yet insufficiently developed to deal with all possible interacting
effects. Experimental indications are of importance even if no
quantitative agreement with a theoretical calculation is to be
expected. From a more practical point of view, insight into the phase-

18

s'„

slip process is useful for superconducting weak links, where similar

i

:.
:

effects occur when the critical current is exceeded.
To cause the roost pronounced effects and for ease in theoretical

\

calculations, the one-dimensional geometry is to be preferred. We will
;

limit our attention in this article to samples where spatial variation

f

is described with one variable.
After the first experimental studies of dissipative states in tin
whiskers by Meyer and Von Minnigerode, the concept of phase-slip
i
1

centers as localized voltage units in one-dimensional homogeneous
2
strips was developed by Skocpol, Beaaley and Tinkham (SBT).

They

|

distinguished a dynamic core of the order of the coherence length and

j

diffusive tails where the quasiparticles and Cooper pairs have
different electrochemical potentials. The diffusion length associated
with the relaxation time for this specific nonequilibrium effect,
charge imbalance, determines the effective resistance of the phaseslip center. However, the resistance as observed by SBT in tin strips

!

<

did not show the expected divergence near Tc . Similar results in
3
aluminum were obtained by Klapwijk and Mooij. Later experiments by
il
Kadin et al. on the magnetic field dependence supported the original
5 6
ideas ' and it was shown that Joule-heating was responsible for the
confusing apparently temperature-independent resistance.
The different spatial variation of the quasiparticle and pair
potentials near a normal metal-superconductor interface was observed
•7

by Yu and Mercereau

with local probes in direct metallic contact.

With phase-slip centers Dolan and Jackel

used two series of small

superconducting and normal probes, connected to the main strip through
tunnel barriers. By measuring the electrochemical potential for the
Cooper pairs and the quasiparticles separately, the diffusive tails
were clearly observed and the concepts of SBT shown to be valid.
The present paper deals with an investigation of phase-slip

19

4

i
centers in aluminum. Due to its slow energy relaxation strong nonequi-

;,!,

librium effects are expected. As in the experiments of Dolan and

»-:

Jackel, local probes are used. Initially they were in direct metallic

-i

contact, but it was found that the behaviour of the main currentcarrying strip was strongly disturbed. Consequently, tunnel-junction
probes were used. Apart from the electrochemical potential, local
values óf the energy gap were determined. As in aluminum the characteristic lengths are relatively large, good spatial resolution can be
obtained.
In Sec.2 the theory is discussed, Sec.3 contains the lay-out,
fabrication and mounting of the samples. In Sec.M we describe the
experimental techniques. Results, obtained for u (x), are given in

\

Sec.5 with a discussion of their implications. In Sec, 6 the same is

j

done for the measurements of A(x). A short discussion concerning the
time-averaged supercurrent in the core is to be found in Sec.7.
Finally, in Sec.8 conclusions are drawn.

2. THEORY
2.1. N-S interface.
We will gradually develop the theoretical description of a PSC,
starting with one of the mair* features: a stationary diffusive tail of
charge imbalance. When current is passed through an interface between
a normal metal and a superconductor a similar diffusive tail develops.
Nc time-dependent phenomena occur and the behaviour is well under9
10
stood. We refer to Hsiang and Clarke and Clarke
for more detailed
background information. Here we will summarize the main features which
are relevant to PSC's. We limit our attention to the temperature
region close to the critical temperature T . Spatial variations occur
c
in the x direction only. When current is passed through an N-S
interface, normal current at the N side is gradually converted into
supercurrent at the S side. At the boundary , the current can be
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regarded as an injection of quasipartioles into S. It is assumed that

" "•

the gap reaches its full value over the coherence length £, short
compared to the characteristic length of normal current decay.

I

As the energy gap A is much smaller than kT in the temperature
,
:

range of interest Andreev, reflection can be ignored. The quasi..'

particle current entering S leads to a nonequilibrium distribution of
the quasiparticles which is antisymmetric with respect to the Fermi
surface. Hence excess charge Q* resides in the quasiparticles, leading
to a shift in the electrochemical potential of the condensate n . The
s

i

i
i

effective electrochemical potential of the quasiparticlas, \x
, is
n

•
I

related to \i and Q* by
3

(D
Here Q* is expressed in units of the electronic charge and N(0) is the
single spin density of states at the Fermi surface.
The pair potential u
Any variation of n

is constant throughout the superconductor,
s
would necessarily lead to time-dependent phenome-

s
na, for which there is no experimental indication. Both Q* and \i - U
n
s
vary with position. A simple relaxation time approximation with t n # as
the effective relaxation time for charge imbalance leads to the
differential equation:

d (u

S

-2 u )

u

2

-u

where D is the diffusion constant, D = v„l/3, with v_, the Fermi
r

p

velocity and X. the electronic mean free path. If T 0 # is independent of
x, a diffusion length AQ)t can be defined:

V
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Because u = u

w

n ( x ) "U s s

for large x, the spatial dependence of u n is given by:

{w

n ( 0 ) "U s

Q

We suppose that a current density j is fixed by the source. In the
superconductor

(5)
where j is the supercurrent and
S

n
Jn = -e ^dx
J

with o the conductivity in the normal state and e=|,e|,, the absolute
value of the electronic charge. We see that

The quantity u (0) i s determined by the boundary condition j (0) = j .
As a consequence, u (0)-u

= -ejAoft/c and the 'excess 1 voltage,

located in the superconductor, is equal t o :
V = jAQ#/o

(7)

The N-S interface behaves as if the normal region extends over a depth
A , into the superconducting material.
2.2. Relaxation of charge imbalance.
{

For relaxation of charge imbalance quasiparticles have to be
scattered between the electron-like branch above k_ and the hola-like
branch below k .This is only possible between states with energy
levels close to A. Branch crossing is possible by means of inelastic
scattering, by spin-flip scattering against magnetic impurities, or by

22

elastic scattering in the presence of a pair-breaking mechanism such
as a magnetic field, spatial dependence of the gap or a supercurrent,
According to the Schmid-Scho'n theory

, taking all these processes

into account, the effective relaxation time for charge imbalance is
given by:
\
(8)

xA
with

1 32A
A

(9)

ar 2

Here x is the inelastic scattering time for electrons at the Fermi
surface, T the spin-flip scattering time, 2mv the superfluid
ö

S

momentum and r a spatial variable. If inelastic - 1scattering is the
and Eq.(8) reduces
dominant process for branch-crossing, T = (2T )
to:
4kTc
Q«in

(10)

xA

This relaxation time i s proportional to (T - T) -i The associated
c
diffusion length, defined by Eq.(3), is proportional
to T - T)-i
This temperature dependence of A Q t was found for phase-slip centers in
indium and tin by Dolan and Jackel.
If enough magnetic impurities are present, spin-flip scattering
dominates and r = T " . The same temperature dependence is obtained:

Q»S

(11)
xA
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To estimate the influence of the superfluid velocity term in Eq.(9), a
supercurrent at the critical level can be assumed. It is found,12 that
if this term dominates T(j )= (6x P I )~ where T , the Ginzburg-Landau
time, is equal to n/8kn(T - T ) . It is connected with the coherence
length 5 by
= (D*GL>' At the critical current T.» is found to be;

(12)

If the current bias is adjusted to be at the critical level at each
temperature, this relaxation time is proportional to (T - T ) ~ .
Finally, the last term of Eq.(9) can be considered. If, for
example, the spatial dependence of the order parameter in a region is
given by A = A [i-exp(-x/5)] the relaxation rate is determined by
T = ( 2 T „ ) " , leading to

(13)
The temperature dependence is the same as for Eq.(12)
2.3. SBT model.
Skocpol, Beasley and Tinkham developed a phenomenological
picture of a PSC which is based on the assumptions that the region of
time-dependent phenomena and strong variations of the order parameter
is small with respect to the charge-imbalance t*Us and that the
relaxation time T Q # has no spatial dependence. A homogeneous onedimensional strip with cross section A is considered, current-biased
at a value I. In a way completely analogous to the S-N interface of
Sec.2.1. the results summarized in Fig.1 are obtained. The pair
electrochemical potential u

is constant on both sides of the core,
s

the difference is equal to eV where V is the voltage across the PSC.
In the core the order parameter and the superfluid velocity vary with

If

£'•-•

time with a repetition frequency u T = (2e/n)V. At x = 0 the order
."?-; .

parameter varies between zero and a finite value. The time-averaged

I

supercurrent through the core is equal to BI Q where I

| .

current of the strip and & is in the neighborhood of 0.5, The quasi-

|!'

particle potential is determined by Eq.(2), If only the region x > 0

L
;{

is the critical

is considered, the same solution, Eq.CM, is valid where U (0) is now
n
determined by the condition that jfi = j - 3j Q at x = 0. As a result,
(p = a " 1 ) :
Un(x) = Hs(x>0) + e(I-BIc)pAQ#A~1exp(-x/AQ„)

x>0

(14)

Un(x) = Us(x>0) + e(I-eic)pAQ»A~1{2-exp(x/AQ#)}

x<0

(15)

The voltage across the phase-slip center is given by

V = 2(1 - BI c ) p AQ» A"1

(16)

In the V-I characteristic for current values between &I and I a
c
c
finite voltage solution is obtained. Obviously a second solution with
V = 0 is also possible. Hysteretic transitions are expected and
observed. For currents above I

in an infinite homogeneous strip, the

C

supercurrent would have to exceed Ic at the ends, leading to the
necessity of additional phase-slip centers. No consistent description
13
of one PSC in an infinite strip biased above I is possible. Tinkham
has discussed the current levels at which consecutive PSC's will be
required. In practice inhomogeneities dominate the behaviour of onedimensional samples in this respect.
2.4. Charge imbalance relaxation by elastic scattering.
In the previous section, it was assumed that t

#

did not depend

on x. In phase-slip centers both variations of A and strong supercurrents occur.

25
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t

V=2(I-pI c )pA Q *A

(a)
i

AQ*

I

i

V

k—4
core
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-i

slope

-1

2pAQ*A'

(c)

Pic

Fig.1 . SBT model of one phase-slip center in an infinite homogeneous
1-D superconductor with cross-section A. (a) Spatial dependence of
potentials, (b) current densities at a bias level I slightly below
the c r i t i c a l current j A, and (c) V-I characteristic.
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a
••-1

"i

I

Fig.2. Phase-slip center if charge imbalance relaxation is dominated
by supercurrent contribution, Ref.12. (a) V/I characteristic,
(b) spatial dependence of
a l l curves

. Here A is equal to

B = 0.3.
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Dx „(j ) *

and for

I
f;-r.

As indicated in Sec.2.2, the contribution to charge imbalance

W?:

relaxation by elastic scattering in the presence of gap variations or

».'••'

supercurrents is important if x nT is small compared with T or,
equivalently, £ small compared with A

= (Dig) . Outside the core,

variations of A are very slow. The supercurrent varies from BI at
small x to the bias level I at large x. Assuming that t »t
, the
local value of T Q # decreases with increasing j :

jo

T
3o
where iQ»(j ) is given by Eq.(12) and A
.,J

is the equilibrium value of

the gap at the measuring temperature. For t'^e case that charge
imbalance relaxation in a phase-slip center is completely dominated by
the supercurrent term, Stuivinga, Mooij and Klapwijk
the spatial dependence of p

have calculated

and the voltage-current characteristic

V(I). Here u (x) falls off faster than exponentially because j
n
s
increases with x. The V-I characteristic is found to exhibit a small
l •
,!

'

positive curvature. In Fig,2 results are shown for u (x).
In the core, where fast spatial variation of A occurs, the

-.*•*.

relaxation time will be of the order of T #_ as given by Eq.(13),
again if T

»
Ci

t„,. As a result the charge imbalance generated will be
uLj

partly relaxed inside the core, but the spatial dependence of u

in

the tails is not affected.
I

12

I

In practice, the values of T_ and T_. lead to the expectation
"|

that in In these contributions can be neglected, in Sn they have to be
included as a correction at lower temperatures, while for Al they

H

.,

should be dominant, if t_ has a value around 10 ns and the current

V

is close to the critical level.

'•'

2 9

2.5. Charge imbalance waves.

j

So far it has been assumed that all time-dependent phenomena are

j

restricted to the core. The periodic variation of the quasiparticle

)

current in the core gives rise to a damped propagating wave with

\

frequency equal to the Josephson frequency. The nature of the propagating mode is a counterflow of normal and supercurrent. The existence

;

of such collective modes in superconductors has been shown by Carlson
14

•
S

and Goldman,

their relevance for phase-slip centers was indicated by

Kadin, Smith and Skocpol.

The latter authors showed that the

•

behaviour can be modeled to that of an electrical transmission line.
The decay length of the oscillatory mode, assuming inelastic
scattering is responsible for charge imbalance relaxation, is given by
by 15 :

)*

(XT
J

AAC = 2A Q ,
T

j

&

(18)

+ T

E

where x. = t ^ / 5 . 7 9 . For t . and x E equal, AA(, i s twice as large as AQ„
and the propagating waves extend over a r e l a t i v e l y long d i s t a n c e .
However i f both times are strongly d i f f e r e n t , A

i s small. For

aluminum, t_ i s much larger than T . a t a l l temperatures. In t h a t case:
£

1

We can u s e Eqs.(3) and (10) t o w r i t e

or

30

!

A.r= 0,54 £ (1 - l ) ~ 4
AC

(21)

Tc

.

j
y
/

We see that A._ is at most equal to a few times the coherence length.
AG
It seems reasonable for aluminum to consider the charge-imbalance

|

.

waves as an additional feature o f the core and to assume that the
charge imbalance tails can still be regarded as separate entities, not
containing any time dependence.

ii
!

;

|
I

2.6. Longitudinal non-equilibrium.
All experimental and theoretical Investigations of phase-slip
centers so far have concentrated heavily on charge-imbalance effects,
transverse nonequilibrium in the terminology of Schmid and Schon. The
complementary longitudinal effects are connected with a nonequllibrium distribution of quasiparticles which is symmetric with respect
to k „ and leads to changes o f A .

j
'
)
.

In weak links where a metallic region of finite length with a low
gap connects high gap banks, so-called dynamic enhancement' '
occurs. Quasiparticles trapped in a potential well can be shifted to
higher energies compared to a thermal distribution.This enhances the
amplitude of the time-dependent supercurrent. In phase-slip centers at
low temperatures the same effect may be expected to occur. Very close
to T Q however, where most experiments are performed, dynamic enhancement is small because most quasiparticles have energies much larger
than A. In all descriptions of phase-slip centers longitudinal effect
are ignored. This seems reasonable, except for the heating of the
electrons with respect to the phonon bath.

(

The effective relaxation time for the gap under influence of
longitudinal nonequilibrium i s :
*3

x
L

=

kT
£. t
E
6.4 A

(22)
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This time and the corresponding diffusion, length
longer than T

#

A

= (Dt,)2 are

and A ^, the corresponding quantities for transverse

nonequilibrium.
2.7.Time-dependent descriptions,
So far we have concentrated upon the stationary nonequilibrium
tails. In the core, however, a high frequency process takes place
analogous to the Josephson effect. Theoretical models used to describe
this phase-slip process invariably start with the core itself. Only
recently the nonequilibrium tails could be included in a self-consistent manner. Historically, the starting point are the time-dependent
Ginzburg-Landau equations (TDGL), derived for gapless superconductors:

2

2-1- (1 - |*f* =0
at

6x

where ty is the normalized complex order parameter. Lengths are
normalized to the coherence length 5(T), \x is the electrochemical
potential. The parameter u equals 12 for a gapless superconductor. To
solve these equations, numerical calculations of time and position
dependence must be performed. For practical reasons strips of finite
length are considered, which of course is also true for experiments.
18

After initial attempts by Rieger, Scalapino and Mercereau,

the

phase-slip process in long homogeneous 3trips was treated by Likharev
19
20
and Yakobson

and by Kramer and Baratoff.

In Fig.3 the V-I

characteristic of a strip with length 10£ is given, as calculated by
Likharev and Yakobson. In contrast with the SBT-model, the charaeter!

istic is curved. It should be realized that if AQ„ » 5, one expects

i

the total resistance to be dominated by the charge imbalance decay
process, not included in these TDGL calculations. The voltage of Fig.3
would be a relatively small addition to the voltage given in Fig.1c.
The TDGL calculations predict hysteresis near I . The stability of
c
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Fig.3« Voltage-current characteristic calculated from simple timedependent Ginzburg-Landau theory. From Likharev and Yakobson19
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various regimes has been discussed in detail by Kramer and Baratoff,
New time-dependent equations, including nonequilibrium terms,
were derived from microscopic theory by Kramer, Watts-Tobin, and

«21
Krahenbuhl

22
'

In these calculations local equilibrium

is assumed,

i

which means that the diffusion length A E = (Dtg)5 must be shorter than
the distances over which spatial variation occurs. For the core

5

is

the relevant length in this respect. The requirement A„ « 5 severely
limits the applicability of the theory, for tin and indium to temperatures within a few mK below T . In materials such as aluminum and zinc
c
A„ is much longer than E at any practical temperature.
23
Recently, Baratoff
has published the first results of more
general time-dependent calculations. His results are also valid for
the case where A_ > % as in aluminum. For some values of the parameters (current,length, x , temperature) and at various instances during
the Josephson cycle Baratoff obtained the spatial dependence of the
order parameter, quasiparticle potential and other quantities.
Unfortunately no time-averages are available yr-t for

comparison

with

experiments.

Experimentally, little is known about the core of the phase-slip
center. It is known that a sharp jump in the pair chemical potential
8
24
\i occurs. SBT and more clearly Tidecks and von Minnigerode
have
s
shown, by applying microwave radiation to the phase-slip center, that
Josephson oscillations of the currents take place.
2.8. Heating.
In Sec.2.6 longitudinal effects have been mentioned. The energy
picked up from the source by the electrons will lead to such longitudinal nonequilibrium. The phonon distribution will also be disturbed. These effects are important but hard to deal with correctly. In
this section we will, as a first approximation, assume that an
effective temperature can be defined in the superconductor for both

:

electrons and phonons which is higher than the bath temperature. As

;.'

the phonon escape time to substrate and helium is relatively long, the

,;

single effective temperature approximation is reasonable.

I

In the diffusive tails, energy from the source is used to drive
i

the quasiparticle current and to maintain the charge imbalance. The

!

amount of energy transferred per unit time is:

<JP - 2_ ü-((w
e

_ u )iL- (w

- n )) Adx

(23)

i

l
,
i

This expression contains two contributions: the current term i n • and
"
n n
a term (u - u )y " which represents the flow of charge from the

I
|
*"

quasiparticles at a potential u

I

n

sn

x Q , is constant u

- UQ

to the condensate at u , If
n
s
is given by Eqs.(1t) and (15). The dissipation

falls off with exp(-2x/AQ)l):

dP = V(I - pIQ)exp(-2x/AQ») —•

dx

(21)

The voltage V across the PSC is given by Eq.(i6). Integrating over
j

both tails the total contribution is found to be equal to V(I-{JI ).
In the core the time-averaged supercurrent BI

experiences a

change of electrochemical potential eV. Over a short distance near x =
0 a pv-yer PI V is picked up. The total dissipation in core and tails
c
is of course equal to IV. The spatial dependence of the effective
temperature T __ is determined by the source terms and the thermal
1
healing length n = (Kd/YR)2 where K is the thermal conductivity, d the
film thickness and Y„ the effective boundary conductance per unit
|

area, taking both surfaces into account.

i
t

If one assumes that heat is generated as given by Eq.(24) in the
tails with an additions'1, amount 31 V generated at x = 0 , the temperature profile can be calculated. The effective temperature at x = 0 is
35

found to be, for

«

T
c

~ Tb:

V(I T

eff

(0)

(25)

T

= b

w is the width and T the bath temperature.
For n »

A-» the phase-slip center may be considered to have one

temperature, independent of x. Although n i s not quite large enough
usually, a single 6T = T f ~ - T. for the temperature rise can be
employed for a first correction when evaluating data:

6T

VI

(26)

2,9. Expectation for aluminum.
In Table I we give typical values of the various lengths for Nb,
Sn, In and Al. In the fourth column, a value of 12 ns for T_ is used.
25
For reasonably pure aluminum, this should be a good estimate. When
this fourth column is compared with the columns for Nb, Sn and In the
following observations can be made:

1. All lengths are considerably longer for Al.
2. In Al A » 5, whereas this is not true for the other materials.
A local equilibrium approximation, which assumes that quasiparticle thermalization occurs within the coherence length, is
certainly not valid.
3. A Q*(J C ) i s smaller than A „

for Al. This means that charge

imbalance relaxation by elastic scattering in the presence of the
supercurrent is faster than by inelastic scattering, if the bias
current is near the critical level. The treatment of Ref.12 is
expected to apply in the temperature range of interest.
4. Heating effects are more serious in Al than in the other materials.

36

This is due to the fact that the thermal boundary resistance
increases strongly with decreasing temperature.
In view of these differences we expected possible qualitative
differences between phase-slip centers in aluminum and in the other
materials. The results of our experiments on Al seem to indicate that
the relaxation time is considerably shorter than 12 ns. This will be
discussed in detail after the experimental results have been presented. Running ahead of this discussion we have included in Table I a
column called "Al-V where the same lengths have been calculated for
x E = 4 ns.

3. SAMPLE DESIGN AND FABRICATION
3-1. Sample design.
In order to obtain detailed quantitative information about phaseslip centers we designed samples fiat allow measurements of the
electrochemical potentials and the energy gap at a series of closely
spaced spots along the phase-slip center. The sample consists of an
aluminum strip with a narrow central section to which small probes are
attached (Fig.4). The width is about 2 um, which with a typical
thickness of 50 nm is small enough to guarantee one-dimensional
behaviour in the accessible temperature range. The length of about
180 um is long compared with the diffusion length of about 20 tun. To
reduce heating in the dissipative state the thickness is made as small
as possible.

The original aim of our investigations was to determine u

and u
n

s

in the tails as well as within the core of the PSC. In the design a
short region with many probes is included around a notch to fix the
position of the PSC core. Unfortunately, a short notch turns out to be
ineffective in localizing the core, see Sec. 3.7. The mask has the
provision for deposition of a second set of probes of different
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Table I .
Values of relevant lengths for several metals. Assumptions made:
2
2
D = 2 x 10 cm 7s, T/T = 0,995, film thickness 50 nm. Typical values
of
K and Y have been chosen as indicated in bottom l i n e s .

i?

V

t

Lengths are given in yra.
Nb

Sn

In

Al_

E

1.1

1.8

1.9

3.2

A

0,6

2.3

1.4

16

1,5

5.6

3.3

39

22

2.9

7.2

5.7

25

19

2.5

9.6

5.7

67

37

A

2.3

3.6

3.9

n

3.6

3

5

T c (K)

9.2

3-7

3.4

T E (ns)

0.018

0.27

0.095

2.5

2.6

4.9

3.3

3.3

1.1

1.1

0.05

0.05

E

Vin

vv
A

L
AC

K(W/mK)
2

Y (1o\/m K)

10

6,1
18
1.2

12

Al-t
3.2
8.9

6A
18
1.2

H

material on the opposite side of the strip, Quasiparticle and pair
potentials can be measured simultaneously in this way. In this paper
we report only on measurements of u , The few measurements of n

we

made aimply agree with the SBT model, as seen previously by Dolan and

i
I

ft
Jackel.
The requirement of good spatial resolution leads to the use of
small-area junctions as probes. Breaking the vacuum between succesive
evaporations of strip and probe would lead to a thick oxide. Therefore
the samples are fabricated in a single evaporation run. Deposition of
the strip and deposition of the probes after oxidation is performed
obliquely through a suspended mask of a double layer of photoresist.

For the measurement of charge imbalance decay, probes are made of
copper or gold with junction resistances from 0.1 to 1.5 kfi. In tne
region where the density of probes is high, a notch is made to
localize the phase-slip center. The mask has the provision for a
second set of probes on the opposite side. In this way the quasiparticle and pair potentials can be measured simultaneously.

The spatial dependence of the gap is probed with superconducting
aluminum as the probe material. The critical temperature o p the probe
material is chosen higher than that of the strip. In order not to
effect the phase-slip process by the measuring current through the
junction, the resistance is at least 5 kfl. At the temperatures used,
phase coherence is lost and the junctions c:in measure the quasiparticle electrochemical potential as well. Without precautions, the small
junction area leads to severe noise rounding of the current-voltage
characteristics. Sharp gap features are obtained after shunting the
junction with a capacitance formed by a ground plane under strip and
probes (Sec.3.3).

3.2. Photoresist Technique.
To fabricate a sample, a photolithographic technique is used
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Fig.4. Photograph of samples, (a) Central section of a sample for
measuring "_(*)• The horizontal bar is the Al strip, with a
constriction to localize a phase-slip center. Only normal probes are
attached, (b) Samf *. for measuring A(x). In the center one can see
the aluminum ground plane (size 800 x 200 pm). The contrast in the
middle is poor due to the reflection of the Al ground plane. Apart
from the ground plane, the geometry of samples (a) and (b) is the
same. In (a) the probe material is copper or gold, in (b) aluminum.

similar to the one developed by Dutikleberger and Dolan.

'

Here we

give only a short description. The substrate is a crystalline quartz
or silicon wafer. In most cases the silicon has been oxidized.

First a bottom layer of positive photoresist (PR), 1.8 um thick,
.

(Shipley AZ 1350 J or AZ U5Q J) is exposed uniformly. Next a copper
film (10-15 nm) is deposited and a second 1.8 um PR layer applied. In
the top PR layer a pattern is made by means of contact masking. The Cu
layer is etched in an iodine etch in combination with a 1:2 Neutra
Clean/deionized water solution. Next, the bottom layer is underetched
',

',

in the developer. After evaporation the photomask is dissolved in
acetone.

i
I

In Refs.26 and 27 Al wa3 used for the metal film separating the
PR layers, instead of Cu. We find that, using Cu, the etch rate can be
better controlled. The main problem with this technique is the control
of the underetch, in a way that no thin PR layer (PR descum) stays
behind in the openings of the photoresist mask. Furthermore, when the
bottom layer is etched

',
'.
'~

excessively, the top layer bends and the

dimensions of the resulting thin film pattern after evaporation are
changed. To avoid this, it is important to build in enough support in
the contact mask pattern.
3.3. Evaporation.
The samples used to measure the spatial dependence of the electrochemical potential are prepared as follows: Before evaporating the
Al strip, an adhesion layer (2-3 nm) is deposited. This layer, which
is also made of Al, is evaporated at a slow rate (0.1-0.3 nm/s) and

j!

I

oxidized for 5 minutes in dry oxygen (99,99%) at a pressure of 7 Pa or

-2
it is reactively deposited in dry oxygen at 3 "10

Pa. To form the

strip, Al (with an impurity content of 100 ppm or 5 ppm) is evaporated
from a tungsten boat. The deposition angle relative to normal incidence is 15 -50°, and the resulting thickness around 10 nm. This angle is
rot made too large, since that may cause the Al layer to become

granular.

The evaporation rate is 1-3 nm/s and the pressure

0.3 - 1 x 1Q

Pa. Room air at a reduced pressure of 7 Pa is admitted

for oxidation of the strip. Next, the normal counter electrode (Cu or
Au) is deposited at an angle of about 60°, in a direction perpendicular to the strip, with a thickness of 50 - 100 nm.

The samples used in the gap measurements are prepared as follows:
To improve the adhesion, a 20 nm thick Al film is reactlvely deposited
„2
in dry oxygen at 3 « 10
Pa. Next, Al is evaporated through a metal
film mask, in order to form a ground plane, 200 urn wide and 800 um
long. The pressure during evaporation is 3 x 10

Pa and the layer

thickness 100 nm. The Al layer is oxidized in a glow discharge at 12
Pa during ^5 minutes. Oxidation in a glow discharge results in a high
29
resistance oxide-layer. When a metal film mask is used, the film
edges slope down gradually. If the film edge of the ground plane would
have been strictly vertical, subsequent oblique deposition of the
strip could have resulted in a broken film. Afterwards, the photoresist mask (Sec.3-2) is positioned at the center of the ground plane
with a stereo-microscope. The Al strip is evaporated at a rate of 2
nm/s at 3 * 10""* Pa and a shadowing angle of M6°. Thickness is 55 to
80 nm. The strip is oxidized during 10 minutes at 7 Pa; during the
first 30 seconds a glow discharge is turned on. Subsequently the Al
probes are evaporated at a rate of 0.5 nm/s and at 3 * 10

Pa under

an angle of 60 relative to normal incidence and perpendicular to the
strip. During each evaporation, the substrate is cooled with water.
Thickness is monitored with a quartz crystal oscillator.

3«*». Influence of banks.
The banks of the strip consist of superimposed films resulting
from the deposition of strip and probes. Although the films are separated by a thin oxide barrier, some influence of the banks is occasionaly found. Intially a single strip, 180 um long and about 2.5 um
wide was used. By measuring the resistive transition we found that the
critical temperature of the parts of the strip adjacent to the banks

IS

was depressed or raised, depending on whether the probe material on
top of the banks was normal or superconducting. To prevent these
undesirable effects, the strip is fabricated with three segments,
each 180 um long. The central segment with the probes is about twice
as narrow as the other two segments. However, the outer segments are
,
;

still narrow enough that no probe material is deposited on them.
Because the outer segments are longer than the diffusion length, the
central strip is decoupled from the banks.

3.5, Probe junctions.
The junction resistance remains constant to within 10% down to
liquid He temperatures. To measure w (x), junctions with a low
resistance (0.1 to 1.5 kft) can be used. For measurements of the gap a
higher resistance is required, because the current through the
junction I. flows through one part of the strip. In order not to
disturb a PSC, I. should be made small compared to the current through
the strip, I. Taking a typical voltage of 1^0 uV, corresponding to the
sum of the gaps, and requiring I. to be less than 0.01 I yields a
j '

minimum junction resistance R. of 5 kO. Another reason for a large R.
3
J
is to diminish the Joule heat generated in the junction. Note that the

^ |

ground plane provides an additional path for heat removal. For R as

1

high as 5 kfl, dissipation in the junction can be neglected. There is
.,.,.

no advantage in making R, much larger by increasing the oxide barrier
thickness.
3.6. Junction noise.
Earlier experiments in our group showed that the gap structure of

I

small superconducting junctions is strongly affected by noise, making
j.

measurement of the gap impossible. Thermal noise implies voltage

f
\,
4

fluctuations acrss the nonlinear junction. For a calculation of this
noise voltage the junction i s modeled as a normal resistance R. and a
J
capacitance C in parallel. For a junction with a small barrier thick-

t
i.

ness, and consequently a time constant R.C small compared with ti/kT,
J
accurate noise calculations involve the use of quantum mechanical

expressions for the thermal noise.

Here we are only interested in an

order of magnitude estimate and use the standard formulas for the
noise in an RC circuit. The amplitude of the voltage fluctuations,
integrated over all frequencies, is then given by:

<u2> = |ï-

(27)

independent of the normal resistance. At 1 K with a capacitance of
7 * 10"2 pF we obtain a noise voltage of 15 uV, This value for the
noise is comparable to the gap voltage in Al, that we are trying to
measure.
To eliminate this noise, we use a ground plane geometry, making
the effective capacitance larger. A ground plane of 800 x 200 \im
provides a large overlapping surface between strip and probe electrodes, resulting in an effective junction capacitance of about 4 pF.
According to Eq.(27) the noise voltage becomes «0.3 uV, which is
smaller than the sensitivity of the measurements (1 uV). The ground
plane is separated from the sample by a high-resistance (**» 10 MQ)
oxide layer. With this procedure, sharp gap structures are obtained at
temperatures close to the critical temperature of the strip.

3.7. Localization of the PSC.
To localize the PSC we initially etched halfway into the strip a
notch with a length of about 2 um, expecting that the critical current
would be reached at that position for an otherwise homogeneous strip.
Yet in most cases the first PSC appeared elsewhere in the narrow
central segment. .In the experiments a notch, if consisting of a short
strip section with drastically reduced cross-section, proved
remarkably ineffective in determining the location of a phase-slip
center. This can be understood if the notch is considered as a
uniform-thickness microbridge. If the main strip is narrower than the
coherence length, we estimate from calculations on hyperbolic
•31

constrictions

that in order to reduce the critical current by a

factor 2, a short notch has to cut in over more than 90% of the strip
width. This is difficult to achieve reliably in practice. For this
reason we fabricated long notches» with a length comparable to £. The
material was etched away over 5 um length and half the strip width.
Even then the core of the phase-slip center was often not found in
this region but as much as 10 um away from the notch.

3.8. Sample parameters.
The parameters of the samples, results of which are mentioned in
this article, are listed in Table II. Samples 1,2 and 3 are used for
measurements of u (x), the others for A(x). All samples show a
smooth, narrow resistive transition. T

is taken at the midpoint of

c
the resistive transition. The cross-section A is determined from the
normal resistance at 4.2 K:

Ph

,

where L and RR are the length and the resistance ratio R_Q_/RÜ _. For

the phonon-limited value of p at 295 K, p . , we assume 2.67 * 10" fan.
From A and the measured value of the width w, the thickness is
calculated.
O/O

The critical current of the strips follows a (T - T)
temperac
ture dependence where I becomes zero at a temperature within 1 mK of
C

the T from the resistive transition. For all strips we calculate the
nominal critical current I_, from:
GL
3/2

•ap

On the basis of previous experience with similar strips
4 x 10"

On

we choose

for the pi. product, p is calculated from the resistivity

per unit length at low temperatures and A. For v p a value of 1.3 x 10

Table II. Parameters of samples
sample no.
length, L(pm)
width, w(um)

295 / R 4.2' RR
r e s i s t i v i t y 4.2 K, p(nflm)
£(nm)

c

£

5

6

173

182

173

174

173

534

2.8
15

e

T probes, (K)

2.4

0.089

1.9

2.3
46

40

89

0.077

73

0.087

0.0225
5.0
6.7

5-5

8.7

7.6

5.9

8.3

67

52

4.1

0.083

4.5

48

60

1 .2

2.0

2.3

2.9

2.1

2.6

1.31

1.25

1 .28

1.19

1 .23

1 .21

—

—

—

1.34

1.45

—

0.27

0.87

0.32

0.59

0.92

0.86

—8
b. calculated from RR, assuming p . = 2.67 10" Om
-16 2
d. assuming v

52

4.1

a. calculated from R,.o

c. assuming p£ = 4x 10

2.1

4.2

46

27

diffusion constant, D(10~ m / s )
(K)

4

0.195

R

Tc,

3

38

4.2^k' (O/Mm)

mean free path,

2

2.2

thickness, d(nm)a
R

1

(te

= 1.3*10 m/s

e. from resistive transition
f. ratio of measured critical current to calculated pair-breaking current

m/s is assumed. The ratio of the measured I to the calculated I
is
c
uL
given in the table. For most samples I of the weak spot determining
the entrance of the first PSC is only slightly below !„,. In samples 1
and 3 a long narrow notch is present. The mean free path £ and the
diffusion constant D s vp£/3 are calculated using the values of p,pA
and v„ indicated above,
c
4. SXPEHIMBNTAL ARRANGEMENT

M,l. Sample mounting.
The samples are mounted on a package unit which can be plugged
into its female counterpart in the cryostat. Current and voltage leads
are usually connected to the sample and contact pins by means of an
ultrasonic bonding technique. Occasionaly silver paint is used. The
probe junctions are susceptible to burn-out. Therefore, the following
precaution? have been taken. Probe and strip electrodes are initially
connected on the substrate by the metal films. These connections are
scratched away after the sample has been placed in the cryostat
, .
•

;

insert. During application of the bonds, the sample is grounded.
Signal and conductor leads are grounded before they are connected to

f

the grounded terminals of the measuring equipment. In addition, before

„,„..

switching to a different set of electrodes sample and connectors are
grounded as well. Measurements are performed in an rf-shielded room
having a separate power supply.

The sample, contained in a brass can with an inner shield of
superconducting lead, is immersed in liquid helium. Temperature is
j
•,
•'*•'

electronically regulated and read with a calibrated germanium thermometer. The absolute value is known with an accuracy of 5 mK, while the
temperature stability has been measured to be better than .01 mK. The
time constant of the temperature controller was set at 1 s.

I

f
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4.2. Measuring techniques.
The charge imbalance pot,.; tial in the strip is measured with a
lock-in technique. The bias current I through the strip (0,5 - 3 uA)
is adjusted to excite one PSC. In general this is only possible in a
limited temperature range. A small ac modulation signal (^ 50nA) is
superimposed on the dc current, and the ac signal from different
probes is measured using a FET low-noise preamplifier and a standard
lock-in amplifier. The ac and dc currents are delivered from the same
battery-driven source. The resistive transition of the strip is
measured in a similar manner. The critical current of the strip is
read from the I-V characteristic on an oscilloscope screen.

For the determination of the local values of the gap the derivative, dl./dV., of the Ij-V. characteristic of various probe junctions
is measured. Using one strip contact and one probe contact, a bias
voltage V. is applied across the junction, by means of a batteryoperated current source, shunted with a resistance of 10 ohm. The
resistance of the junction is higher than 5 kfl. V

is measured

between a second set of contacts, using a preamplifier with the output
connected to the x-axis of a recorder. On top of the dc voltage V

a

small modulation signal of about 5 uV is added. The resulting change
in current is detected as an ac voltage across a 1 kQ series resistance. This signal, which is proportional to dl./dV., is fed to a FET
low-noise preamplifier followed by a lock-in amplifier. Part of the
background of the output signal of the lock-in amplifier is subtracted
to make the small variations in dl./dV. more pronounced. A second
J

J

battery-driven current source supplies a direct current I to generate
a PSC in the strip via a different set of contacts.
Noise has a very distinct influence on the determination of
the gap values. The sum of strip and probe gaps seems to be larger
in tho presence of noise, while their difference seems smaller. The
same effect is found when the modulation voltage exceeds 5 wV. To
avoid pick-up, the strip current is not measured simultaneously with

the recording of dl./dV

versus V..

Important information on the behaviour of the samples is obtained
from the I-V characteristic of the whole strip and of parts of the
strip, as measured with the various probes. This information is
particularly useful in determining the position and the stability of a
single PSC,

5 . RESULTS AND DISCUSSION, U n ( x )

5 . 1 . Spatial dependence of u .
Measurements have been performed on the s p a t i a l dependence of
V = -u /e with samples 1, 2 and 3 . As discussed in Sec. 4.2, dV / d l
i s actually measured instead of V to obtain a higher signal to noise
r a t i o . The sample parameters are given in Table I I . A typical example
of measured values of dV / d l i s shown in Fig.5a, obtained on sample 3
at a temperature 8 mK below T , a t a dc current bias of about 0.7
c
times the critical current. Each point is measured with a different
probe, the position is indicated on the x axis with x = 0 taken
arbitrarily at the position of probe 1. V is measured with reference
to the bank contact at large x. On the far left in ••-he figure the
value of dV/dl, as measured on the other bank, is indicated. Bank
voltages correspond to the pair potential u . Clearly these results
s
are similar to the predictions of the SBT model, as pictured in Fig.
1a.
The probe voltages are compared with the voltage of one of the
banks, in which u
S

= u . The symmetry center is taken to be the
tl

position where dV /dl is equal to half the total value across the PSC,
indicated with an arrow in Fig. 5a. A correction has to be made for
the presence of the long narrow notch in this sample, which causes a
significant increase in the resistance per unit length. To compensate
for this increase in resistance, the length of the notch is taken to
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Fig.5- Example of measurements of W n (x). Sample no.3, T - T = 8 mK,
I = 0.7 Ic . (a) values of dVn /dl for different probes. Open circles
and triangles: as measured. The symmetry center is indicated with the
arrow. Probe values to the left (circles) are shifted over 3 \im to
compensate for the notch. Shifted values are indicated with solid
triangles. The drawn line indicates exponential fall-off from the
symmetry centei- with characteristic length A. The coherence length 5
is indicated, (b) semilogarithmic plot of 6v , Eq.(28), versus
distance from symmetry center as used to determine A.
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be effectively larger and the probe positions on one side of the notch
are shifted. The magnitude of the correction is determined from
measurements of dV/dl at a temperature above T . Plotted against probe
position, these values of dV/dl lie on two parallel straight lines,
shifted at the notch position over 8 urn in sample 3. The data points
to the left of the notch are shown in Fig. 5a at the actual probe
positions with circles and shifted to the left over 8 ym with solid
triangles. It can be seen that the symmetry center of the PSC is just
outside the notch in this example.

Fig.5b shows the decay of u

- u away from the symmetry center.
n
s
It is obtained from Fig.5a by assuming that u = -eV makes a jump eV.
S

S

u

at the symmetry center. V. is the total voltage across the PSC. We
define;

fdV (x)

dV I

f

dVj-1

• Hr—-af) I iff}
If U

- u

that 6v

(28)

decays exponentially, Eqs.CU), (15) and (16) indicate
follows the same spatial dependence. From the measured values

of dV /dl, 6v

is calculated and plotted semi-logarithmically against

the distance 6x between probe and symmetry center. Fig.5b is obtained
in this way from the data of Fig.5a.

In Fig.5b the data points clearly lie on a straight line,
indicating exponential fall-off. The characteristic length A over
which 6v

decreases by 1/e can be determined from the slope. From all

measurements on the samples at various temperatures and current bias
values, A has been determined. Not in all cases it was possible to use
all probes, but only those values of A are accepted that have been
obtained with at least three probes, sufficiently far apart. None of
the measurements yielded any indication for non-exponential decay

of

V
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5.2. Relaxation time.
After determining A, as described previously, the corresponding
2
effective relaxation time x is calculated with T = A /D, The values
of x, so obtained, are given in Fig.6 as a function of the reduced
temperature. It is important to note that the value of D must be known
to calculate x. As D depends on quantities such as v_ snd the p£
product, which are not too accurately known for aluminum, a systematic
error may be introduced. The values for D we use are very consistent
with the values of the critical currents of our strips. We estimate
that the error introduced is not likely to exceed 20%.

In practice it turns out that for each sample it is only possible
to obtain one stable PSC in a very limited ;emperature range and in a
narrow range of current bias levels. For sample 1 the currents are
close to 0.6 I.r, where I„r is the calculated critical current of the
QL
GL
strip, for samples 2 and 3 the current bias is close to 0.2 I_. at
\2Lt

each temperature. For sample 1 stable single PSC's were only obtained
close to T , for sample 2 at relatively low temperatures. Sample 3,
c
with a critical current close to I„., yielded only one data point.
In Fig.6 two lines are drawn at a slope such that x is proportional to (1 - T/T )

. This temperature dependence is expected from both

Eq.(IQ), charge imbalance relaxation by inelastic scattering only, and
Eq.(11), with gives the relaxation time for the spin-flip scattering
mechanism. The drawn line corresponds to a value of x

of H ns, if x

is equal to TQ*. as given by Eq.(10), where A has the equilibrium
value at each temperature. The dotted line is drawn to give some
indication of the influence that a small depression of the gap, due to
a supercurrent, has on x # . , according to Bq.(IO). This dotted line
is also obtained with x

= 4 ns in Eq.(10), but now for a depressed

value of & as corresponding to a current level of 0.6 I_, . This
GL
current correction on t »
time

TQ„(,J),

should not be confused with the relaxation

which describes charge imbalance relaxation associated

with elastic scattering in the presence of a supercurrent, according
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to Eq.(12).

5.3. Discussion.
Our results, as given in Fig,6, clearly show the (T - T) 1
c
~5
temperature dependence that is expected for T Q *

. If T E is about U ns

and if the other mechanisms for relaxation of charge imbalance lead to
smaller rates than inelastic scattering alone, theory and our experiment agree very well. Although this will indeed be our final conclusion, a careful discussion must precede it, in particular because
previous experimental evidence from other authors suggests a value of
T „ of around 10 ns.
25
Chi and Clarke
have reviewed the available experimental data
for tg. For relatively pure samples, they find two groups of results
which yield T _ around 50 ns and around 10 ns respectively. The origin
hi

of the discrepancy is not clear. From the measurements of charge
imbalance relaxation in thin films, values near 10 ns are obtained.
For comparison with our experiments these results seem more relevant
than the other group. Chi and Clarke varied the mean free path in
their films and found a decrease of t_ with decreasing SL. Only when p
is larger than 20 nflm do they obtain significant deviations. For our
films the highest value of p is 14 nOm. The only significant difference between the films of Chi and Clarke and ours is the thickness.
Their experiments have been performed on films with a thickness of 100
nm or more.
To investigate whether it is possible to reconcile our results
with an inelastic scattering time of 10 ns, Fig.7 has been drawn. It
shows the experimental points of Fig.6 together with the theoretical
expectations for T „ when inelastic scattering is considered together
with the relaxation mechanism provided by elastic scattering in the
presence of a superfluid velocity, as discussed in Sec.2.2. The
combination is made by adding the rates in Eq.(9). In Fig.7 the
results are indicated for current levels of 0, 0.2, 0.6 and 1.0 times
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Fig.7. Comparison of experimental data with theoretical results
using t E = 10 ns. The lines indicate values of T » taking into
account charge imbalance relaxation due to a homogeneous supercurrent. Line for j = 0 gives T „. .
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I
the critical current density j , all combined with an inelastic
scattering time of 1Q ns, Lemberger and Clarke have observed such a
decrease of T n # due to a supercurrent, and found good agreement with
*
theory in the temperature region close to Tc , It should be noted that
.
in a PSC, the supereurrent density is not uniform. Relaxation would be
significantly smaller near the core where the normal current ia
strongest.
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Fig,7 clearly shows that a significant contribution of currentinduced relaxation leads to a stronger temperature dependence. For
sample 1 measurements have been performed in a temperature region
where for j = 0,6 j no significant contribution is expected. For
samples 2 and 3 measurements were performed at lower temperatures, but
also at lower current levels. Similarly, current-induced relaxation
does not explain the low value cf x here. Furthermore, in none of the
measurements indications were found for non-exponential spatial decay
of u . A s discussed in ref.12, strong contributions to charge imbalance relaxation of the supercurrent should lead to deviations from
exponential fall-off. We conclude that although a slight currentinduced relaxation may be present, its effects are exceeded by some
stronger relaxation mechanism.
Me next investigate the possibility of spin-flip scattering. If
in Eq.(11) a value of 10 ns for t is combined with a value of about 3
ns for T , an effective T # is obtained that is equal to the result
for a T of 4 ns in Eq.(10). Leraberger and Clarke have experimentally investigated the influence of spin-flip scattering on i Q # f
finding good agreement with the Schmid-Schb'n theory near T . They put
c
Er magnetic impurities into Al films. From their results we estimate
that at least several ppm's of a strong magnetic impurity are needed
to make T as small as 3 ns. Initially our films were made of 99.99%
purity aluminum (samples 1 and 2 ) . We changed to 99.9995% purity
aluminum from a different supplier, sample 3, and obtained similar
results. We conclude that there is no significant difference in this
57
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respect between the different samples, which is unlikely if metallic
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magnetic impurities cause the depression of * Q ». It remains possible,
25
as suggested by Chi and Clarke , that oxygen on the surface or in

j,

those of Chi and Clarke.

*

grain boundaries acts as a magnetic impurity. It then has to be
explained why our films are more susceptible to these effects than

As our method of determining T „ is based on the spatial
dependence, an error in the diffusion constant employed to translate A
into t should be considered. The value of D follows from the
measured resisitivity p, the assumed p£ product and the assumed
'
1
L

value of v_. A rather unlikely combination of extreme errors in all
three quantities is needed to explain the small value of A in
combination with a value of around 10 ns for t . However,' theory
hi

.

predicts that then current-induced relaxation should lead to a
visible deviation in the temperature dependence.

\
j:;
t

The remaining possibility is a small value of t„ itself. Usually,
it is assumed that inelastic scattering is due to electron-phonon
scattering. However, recently Abrahams, Anderson, Lee and

i'

Ramakrishnan

showed that for sufficiently thin films, electron-

electron scattering is strongly enhanced. The effect occurs when d is
*•••—

smaller than (nD/kT) , which for our films mean- that d should be
smaller than about 0.2 ym. As our films are '^ninner than 0.05 urn they
satisfy this requirement. This is not the case for films of Chi and

•.

Clarke, which are thicker and have a shorter mean free path. An

:

inelastic scattering time of about 4 ns is in very good quantitative
agreement with the results of Abrahams et al.

'|
i

In addition, recent results obtained in our group for T_ on
similar films with completely different methods yield very similar
values. The results of these experiments will be published separately.

t

They are based on the minimum frequency for microwave stimulation and

;•".

on a quantitative analysis of gap enhancement by tunneling. Both

•S
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methods do not involve charge imbalance and are therefore not sensitive to magnetic impurities.
We end this discussion with a few short remarks. The conclusion,
reached here, that T _ is about 4ns is different from the value men36
tioned in our preliminary report . The difference is due completely
to the value that we used for the p£ product there. Very recently,
37
Aponte and Tinkham
published new measurements of the spatial
dependence of y in tin strips. Finally, we should mention that in
our discussion we have ignored heating effects. It turns out that for
the small current levels that are used in these particular examples,
the temperature rise can be neglected.

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION, A(x)
6.1. Measurement of A.
The samples on which we report gap measurements are listed under
numbers *t and 5 in Table II. They contain the same number of probes as
samples 1 to 3, but the probe material is aluminum with a slightly
higher (150 - 200 mK) T , while a ground-plane below strip and probes
is used to reduce voltage fluctuations across the very small, low
intrinsic capacitance junctions.
From dl./dV. the gaps of probe and strip are determined as
illustrated in Fig.8. The difference of the gaps is taken from the
distance between the points where dl./dV is equal to its value at
J

V

J

;
;
\!"
;
j
'

= 0. The distance between the maxima of dl./dV , that follow after
J

j

j

the sharp minima, determines the sum of the gaps. From the two
voltages, the probe gap A and strip gap A are calculated. The gap of
p
s
,
the strip, determined in this way, shows the expected (T - T ) z

2
temperature dependence. Extrapolation of A to A = 0 yields a value
s
of T Q in good agreement with the T obtained from the critical current
and the resistive transition. The gap values reproduce to better than
59

2(AP+AS)

Fig.8. Determination of probe gap A and strip gap A

froa the

differential conductance of the probe junction versus junction
voltage.
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1 H V , The probe gaps also show the BCS temperature dependence. When
4

is measured at fixed T for different values of the strip current

I, it remains constant to within Z%. The inferred T Q values of the
probes of a particular sample are equal to within about 10 mK.
In Figs,9 and 10 examples are shown of the actual measured data.
The probe differential resistance is plotted against probe voltage.
The data have been obtained on sample 4 at 6.2 mK below T . In Fig.9
c
we show the measured traces at I = 5 nA, for 9 different probes. The
probes are not equidistant. A phase-slip center is present near probe
8. In its neighbourhood the structure in dl./dV. is much less pronounced. In Fig*10, the traces for probe 8 are given at different
current levels. The first trace, at I = 0, shows the typical pattern
without PSC. At I s 3 uA, small instabilities become visible. They
probably indicate that a phase-slip process occurs for very short
times. For I = 4, 4,5 and 5 uA a PSC is present in a stable way, in
the immediate neighbourhood of the probe. From traces such as these
last three, it has not been attempted to determine gap values.
6.2. Results.
A set of measurements of A

on sample 4 at 6.2 mK below T

is

given in Fig.11 for different values of I. For 1 = 0 the gap varies
between 23 and 28 jiV along the strip. This variation corresponds to a
variation of T

about 3 mK. The resistive transition is slightly

wider, in good agreement. In this sample, the normal-state measurements showed the resistivity between probes 8 and 9 to be about 40%
higher than In the rest of the strip. This inhomogeneity, a region
with small d or £, is not manifested in the critical temperature

At different current levels the gap values change considerably.
For this sample one can also compare with Figs.9 and 10. In the interpretation use is made of the I-V oscilloscope pictures obtained
with the various probes. Although the probes are superconducting, the
junction critical current is too small to obtain phase coherence. The
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sompLe no- £

Tc-T=6.2mK
I -- 5 \s. A
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sample no- A

Tc~T=6.2mK
probe no.8

;•

Fig.10. Differential conductance of probe junction 8 at different
current levels. Same sample and temperature as in Fig.9.
Fig.9. Actual recordings of differential conductance of probe
junctions in the presence of one PSC. Sample k at 6.2 mK below T ,
1 = 5 |iA. The PSC is centered near probe 8.
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Fig.11. Values of A as measured in sample 4 at 6.2 mK below Tc,
at different bias currents. In probe 8 and 9, near the PSC, no
gap values can be derived at the higher currents.
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IFïk3

probes measure V , its spatial behaviour indicates the position of

K'.

phase-slip centers. However, the characteristics are hysteretic and at
the same currents the number of PSC's is not necessarily exactly the
same.

ii:'
,

With the aid of these I-V pictures, we have deduced the following

.,

for Fig, 11, At I s 3 yA, most of the time there is no PSC. The voltage
jitter, which is more clearly visible in the original recording than
in Fig,10, indicates that a PSC is on the verge of setting in. The
voltage jitter has disappeared for higher current levels. At 1, 4.5

I

and 5 nA two PSC's are present, one with its center between probes 8
and 9, the other to the right of probe 10. For both probes 8 and 9,

|

for the higher current values no values of the gap can be determined,

I

as mentioned earlier.
A similar set of gap data, unfortunately with a smaller number of
probes, is shown in Fig.12 for sample 5. This sample appears to be
more homogeneous. Gap values for zero current are close together. Also
the resistance per unit length is very constant. More probes could be
used to determine the normal resistance. It turns out that between

|
-.

probes 2 and 3 the resistance is about 5% higher than elsewhere.
Between probes 5 and 9 the variation is smaller than 1%.

The critical current becomes zero at a temperature, about 1.7 mK
>

lower than the critical temperature as estimated from the resistive
transition. We suppose that in this sample the 'weakest spot' is determined by a small depression of T .

I

The gap measurements and the I-V pictures show that for

C

I = 2.5 I»A one PSC is present. Using the spatial dependence of V and

l.

assuming that T

is around 4 ns, we estimate that the position of this

PSC is about 30 um to the left of probe 5. For the current values of
3.5 and 4.0 uA two PSC's are present. The second one is relatively
close to probe 5.
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Flg.12. Values of A as measured in sample 5 at 6.8 mK below
at different bia3 currents.
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The gap traces show some extra voltage for I = 2.5 jiA. For

|

I

I s 3,5 uA stable 1.,-V. traces are obtained, while for the larger

*;•

current values more noise appears. At I = 4.4 uA a strong increase of

i

'C

the voltage noise occurs. The traces themselves are clear enough to

'

! =,

distinguish the gap structure.

•

•

'\

6,3. Discussion.
Although the data are not complete enough to draw well-established conclusions, a number of remarks can be made. In the first
place, some evidence is obtained that a. weak spot in a strip can be

i

I

associated with a depression of T

:

short mean free path that is not accompanied by a depression of T , as
38
in sample 4, Skocpol and Jackel3 , who investigated a tin strip in

1
[

as in sample 5, but also with a

a similar way, found stronger variations of T . Their first PSC came
c
in at the spot with lowest T .
The gap is depressed in a region that is clearly larger than the
coherence length, about 3 Um. The data suggest that a much longer

,

length of 20 to 30 ym is characteristic. Effects that extend over such
a range are charge imbalance (AQ„ is 26 um for sample 4 in Fig.11),

'

'|

heating (thermal healing length is about 20 - 30 vim) and longitudinal

,

non-equilibrium (A

is 44 um).

Li

As for charge imbalance, the SBT model certainly does not imply
small gap values outside the core. The supercurrent is smaller near
the core than further away. The maximum depression, of the gap at the
critical current, is 18%. A combination of charge imbalance with yet
unknown processes, e.g. a PSC that moves back and forth, is needed to
explain the data along such lines.

Heating might appear to be a more likely explanation. However, a
first calculation of the temperature increase in the center of a PSC
for the example of Fig.11 yields a very small value. In this sample
the thermal healing length is about 23 um. Eq.26, with Y R = 500 W/m2K,
(

'••

gives a 6T of about 0,5 mK, too small to explain the observations. The
situation is apparently more complicated.
It is possible that the transfer of energy from the electron gas,
in thermal mutual quilibrium at a higher temperature, is not so much
limited by the thermal boundary resistance for the phonons from metal
to substrate and helium, but by the transfer rate of energy from the
electrons to the phonons, If T „ is small, 1 ns, because of eleCtrOnelectron interaction as discussed in Sec.5, the eleetron-phonon time
T

. might be considerably longer. Kaplan et al 39 calculate a

value of 52 ns for bulk aluminum, which for our samples corresponds to
2
a ïv which is also of order 500 W/m K. Obviously the rise of the
electron temperature remains insufficient.

In our opinion, the data points at a non-thermal quasiparticle
distribution, leading to a decrease of the gap. The time-dependent
processes in the core are likely to induce a rather specific energy
distribution, which diffuses out into the tails. The charge-imbalance
relaxes over AQ)I, the longitudinal non-equilibrium over A which is
even longer. Since the gap is extremely sensitive to the occupation

1
I

i

of the low-lying quasiparticle states, it can be reduced considerably,
even with a small energy input.

If we accept that the gap is strongly reduced in a relatively
large region, it is necessary to face the fact that the relaxation of
charge imbalance should become slower. As Eq.(8) indicates, a small
value of A increases "tQ)t. As a result, the spatial dependence of \i
should be non-exponential. Our results of Sec.5 give no indication for
this.

The gap traces loose their specific structure even faster than we
expect on the basis of the decrease of the gap. It appears that a
flattening of the density of states occurs. In and near the core a
situation of gapless or near-gapless superconductivity may be present.
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,1'

i
The relaxation rate of charge imbalance is apparently not affected in
a way that simply corresponds to a decrease of the gap as measured
with the junctions.

7. TIME-AVERAGED SUPERCURRENT IN THE CORE,

f
In the experimental results, reported on so far, information is
obtained regarding the stationary diffusive tails of the PSC. Here
we give data on one aspect of the time dependent phenomena in the
j
I
}

core, the time-average of the supercurrent.
We have already distinguished I QL , the critical current of the
'homogeneous' strip and the actual critical current I which is determined by the weakest spot. For the physical processes in the core, I
c
is the relevant reference. In our samples it shows the same
(T - T)

temperature dependence as a homogeneous strip, so the

weak spot is not a small microbridge or some other weak link. We expect that Ï /I , as determined in our samples is a good quantii

S

C

ty to compare eventually with the results of theoretical time-depen1

dent calculations for a one-dimensional superconductor.
In Fig.13 we present experimental results, obtained on sample 6,
which is of an older design than samples 1 to 5. Ï /I is given
s c
as a function of the reduced temperature. The two sets of data points
have been obtained in two different measuring runs. The value of
I /!„ changed between 0.86 for the squares and 1.0 for the triangles. Although apparently the weak spot has changed slightly, the
results are very similar..
I has been determined from the I-V characteristics. It is
s
not possible to obtain a stable I-V curve of a PSC very close to
V = 0. Therefore, Ï is taken from the extrapolation of the
s
characteristic. If heating occurs, the slope of the I-V curve decreases with increasing current. This is because at higher currents
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Fig.13. Time-averaged supercurrent in the core at different
temperatures.
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the temperature ta higher leading to a longer A ^ and higher resistance. We think that the apparent increase of Ï /I at lower
s c
temperatures, as observed in Fig*13, is due to heating.
We conclude that in aluminum strips close to T the time-averaged
supercurrent, divided by the critical current is about 0.3. The value
of 0.3 we obtain is relatively small in comparison with previous
2
^0
reports SBT found 0.5 to 0.7 for tin strips. Tidecks and Slama
observe a. temperature dependent 1 /I in indium whiskers. The value is
S

C

between Q.6 and 0.7 in the temperature range 5 to 10 mK below T .
c
Closer to Te , sÏ /I
c increases, becoming about 0,85 at Tc - T = 2 mK.
In one of our measurements on many aluminum strips we have seen
indications for a similar increase of Ï /I when T
S

C

is approached ,

O

8. CONCLUSIONS.
Phase-slip centers in thin aluminum strips show the exponential decay of the quasiparticle potential, as described in the
Skocpol, Beasley, Tinkham model. The diffusion length follows the
-0 25
temperature dependence according to (T - T)
, observed earlier
in tin and indium. From the diffusion length a relaxation time for
charge imbalance is derived that corresponds to an inelastic scattering time of 4 ns. Other authors have found 10 to 12 ns in thicker
aluminum films, in different experiments o Oui high rate of charge
imbalance relaxation is likely due to enhanced electron-electron
scattering in our relatively thin films.
Due to the unexpectedly low inelastic scattering time, no
influence of the supercurrent on charge-imbalance is observed, as
should have been important for a scattering time of 10 ns.
From the measurements of the spatial dependence of the gap we
deduce that phase-slip centers are initiated at weak spots, sometimes

I
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caused by a depression of T , sometimes by a region with a short mean

c
free path. In the neighbourhood of the core of the phase-slip center
the gap is depressed over a length that exceeds the coherence length.
The depression is too large to be caused by heating. Longitudinal nonequilibrium effects seem to be responsible.
The time-averaged supercurrent is equal to 0,3 times the critical
current, near the critical temperature. It does not increase when T
is approached. The value 0.3 i s significantly lower than the values
found in tin and indium.
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CHAPTER III
SELF-HEATING OF PHASE-SLIP CENTERS

M.Stuivinga, T,M.Klapwijk, J,E,Mooij, and A.Bezuijen
Department of Applied Physics
Delft University of Technology
Delft, The Netherlands
ABSTRACT

A model is constructed to describe the current-voltage characteristics of phase-slip centers, taking into account the heat generated by
the nonequilibrium quasipartiole current and the oscillating supercurrent. If the temperature rise is sufficient to reach T

the descrip-

tion can be continued with the model of a normal hot spot between
superconducting regions. Additional Joule heat is generated inside the
superconductor due to the charge imbalance at the normal-superconducting boundaries. Analytical results in the limit of small heating are
presented. A numerical solution generates current-voltage characteristics observed experimentally. The results obtained with the model
differ in a qualitative and in a quantitative way from those found
previously by Skocpol,Beasley and Tinkham. A comparison with experimental results on tin and aluminum microstrips is made.

Present address:
Laboratorium voor Grondmechanica
Stieltjesweg 2, Delft,The Netherlands
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1 .INTRODUCTION
The electrical behavior of one-dimensional superconducting filaments
has been thoroughly investigated in the past decade. Two different
regimes have been identified, mainly due to Skocpol, Beasley and
1 2
Tinkham ' . At low voltages and close to the critical temperature
phase-slip centers are induced. A phase-slip center consists of a core
where the phase of the wave function changes with 2n at a repetition
rate set by the voltage via the Josephson relation, to = 2eV/n. In the
core the current is carried by superconducting pairs and by quasiparticles. The quasiparticle current that leaves the core must be
converted into a supercurrent which requires a characteristic length
A, the charge imbalance decay length. The supercurrent In the core is
a fraction 3 of the critical supercurrent I , the maximum current that
c
can be carried by the filament at zero voltage. Early experiments
failed to identify A properly, because Joule heat leads to a distortion of the current-voltage characteristics. A temperature rise causes
a change of A, which quantity increases with increasing temperature,
whereas the supercurrent in the core decreases. At the other extreme
of high voltages and low bath temperatures the electrical behavior
p

appears to be dominated by self-heating. Skocpol et al showed that
the experimental results can be described with a model in which Joule
heat is generated in a normal region maintained at a temperature above
T . In their model no heat is generated in the superconductor. The
boundary between the normal and superconducting region is where the
temperature equals T . The heat is carried away by direct heat
c
transfer to the surroundings, and by conduction in the normal and
superconducting metal.
In the present paper we describe for the first time a self-consistent model for self-heating in phase-slip centers and the effects on
the current-voltage characteristics. It takes into account the heat
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generated by the quasiparticle flow in the nonequilibrium tails as
well as the heat generated in the core of the PSC. At higher current
values the model goes over into that of a fully normal hot spot
clamped between superconducting regions. In contrast to the SBT hot
spot model we also allow for Joule heat being generated inside the
superconductor at the normal-superconducting boundaries.
2.DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
As a starting point we use the SBT model of a phase-slip center. In
a core of about a coherence length 5 long,periodic oscillations of the
order parameter take place. At the same frequency, set by the Josephson relation w = 2eV/n, with V the total voltage across the PSC,
oscillations of normal and supercurrents occur. The voltage V is
generated outside the core as a difference between the electrochemical
potential of the pairs y

and of the quasiparticles u • U is constant
s
n
s
throughout the superconductor except at the core where the superconductor looses its phase coherence. On a time-averaged scale \i has a
discontinuous jump of eV. In contrast,the electrochemical potential of
the quasiparticlos varies smoothly. The time-averaged quasipcrticle
current which exists in the core generates excess quasiparticle charge
in the superconductor outside the core. The excess charge Q causes a
»
shift of v with respect to y . Relaxation of Q occurs by inelastic
scattering processes. As long as charge imbalance is generated a
driving force for a quasiparticle current exists which is the gradient
of M .The characteristic decay length is A=(Dx *) , where D is the
diffusion constant and t * the relaxation time for charge imbalance.
x * is related to the inelastic scattering time T „ by x *=(HkT /itA)x_.
Note that because A,the energy gap, is proportional to (T - T ) 5 , x *
diverges on approaching T . In the following we assume that we can
c
ignore the time dependence of the phase-slip processes. The tore is
treated as a region where the time-averaged current is partly carried
by superconducting pairs, I and partly by quasiparticles, I . It is
S

n

found experimentally and understood qualitatively that the time-

]
: .,.
i
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;
j
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averaged supercurrent I

is a fraction B of the critical current I ,

The relaxation of u -u is governed by the one-dimensional diffusion
n s
equation:

d (u -ii )

with appropriate boundary conditions. Taking a strip of length L we
assume one phase-slip center located at x=0. At x=L/2 we require
U -u =0. At x=0 the boundary condition is set by the quasiparticle
n s
current that leaves the core: I (0)=I-&I . This fixes the gradient of
n
c
u

at x=0. Furthermore in Eq.1 t * is dependent on x, because the

temperature varies with position.
The power IV delivered by the source leads to a temperature rise of
the phase-slip center. We assume that the temperature of the electron
gas can be described with an effective temperature T, in equilibrium
with the phonons. Heat transfer to the surroundings at a temperature
T

is limited by the thermal boundary resistance between the metal and

the substrate and/or the helium bath. With these assumptions the heat
balance equation becomes:
2
Y
-K--| +- g -(T-T)= P(x)/S
dx

(2)

where K is the thermal conductivity, dominated by the electrons and S
is the cross-section wd of the strip. K is assumed to be equal in the
normal and in the superconducting state, and independent of temperature. Yj. is the heat transfer coefficient including transfer to the
helium bath and to the substrate. For convenience we introduce n the
thermal healing length which is equal to (Kd/Y„) 1 / 2 , with d the
thickness of the film. The power input per unit length P(x) is found
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•i

I

I

1
as follows,

.3
I!

In the tails the dissipation is governed by charge imbalance. Consider a volume element between x and x+dx. With j the quasiparticle
current density and e the electronic charge the energy of the quasiparticles flowing in per unit time at x is [un(x)-vig]jn(x)/e. The
energ flowing out at x+dx is [u (x+dx)-u [H (x+dx)/e. The amount of

:
,;

n
s n
energy dissipated per unit length becomes:

where a is the normal state conductivity. This expression contains two
contributions: the current term j u', which one would expect from a
naive description of Joule heat, taking the normal current times the
driving force, and secondly, a term (u -ji )u" which represents the
n s n
flow of quasiparticle charge from a potential \i to the condensate at
U . From the solution of \i -n follows the total voltage:
S

OS

i
In the core the time-averaged supercurrent PI experiences a change
c
of electrochemical potential eV. Over a short distance near x=0 a
power BI V is generated. The total dissipation in core and tails is of
course equal to the power delivered by the source IV. Because the
spatial extent of the core is small compared to the decay length A we
shall assume that this contribution can be modeled as a 6-function at
x = 0:

i
!
(-

.">
•;

P = & I V 5(x)

(5)

It is assumed that B is independent of temperature. The critical
current 1^ is strongly temperature dependent and for temperatures not
79
1
'

too far from Tc given by:

I =1
C

(1-T/T ) 3 / 2

CO

(6)

C

This set of equations 1-6 is sufficient to describe the currenti

/

voltage charaoteristic of phase-slip centers.
When the voltage is increased the temperature rises. At a certain
voltage the temperature of the core reaches T . Then the contribution
from the core P becomes zero. To continue the description we use a
modified SBT hot spot model. Assume a normal domain at T>T of length
x . The boundary between the normal and superconducting regions is
where T(x)=T . In the normal region we have:

i

In this case one requires that at x=0, dT/dx=0. The dissipation inside
the superconductor is equal to P as given by Eq.3, as in the phaseslip center. Because the boundary between the normal and superconducting regions is at T=T , the divergence of A makes P. an important
c
t>
contribution that can not be ignored. Clearly, when the voltage is
lowered the normal domain shrinks until the temperature equals the
critical temperature at x=0. It turns out that the transition from the
phase-slip solution to the hot spot solution is completely continuous.

1

|

i
;

3- SMALL HEATING LIMIT

j
I)
,

If the temperature rise 6T of the phase-slip center is small
compared to T. -T one can ignore the temperature dependence of I
and A. In this case, if the total strip length is long compared to n
and A, Eq.l gives a simple exponential decay of \i . The voltage is
given by:

!
<
j
j
j

• I

J
1

J-
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Furthermore P follows directly from Eq.3. The differential equation
for the temperature rise of the phase-slip center becomes:
2

Y

BI (I-BI )A
_£
o

+

6(x)

where I and A are taken at the bath temperature. One can solve this
c
equation by using Fourier transforms. The result is:

b

Yw

- A2

°

The first term represents the temperature rise resulting from the
distributed heat input from the decaying quasiparticle currents. The

. *

second term is what one would expect from a 6-function heat input at x
= 0, which decays over a thermal healing length n. At x = 0 the
temperature rise follows from

V(I-3I )
= T
x

b

+
+

c

BI V
+

j

c

YRw (2n + A) + 2YKw n

(in
U1

'

For n » A the PSC may be considered as having one effective temperature
above the bath temperature. Then the temperature rise is given by

2n

6T = «-ÏÏ-

,i
•'•;<

(12)

v

_:

J|

a

This relation can be used for an estimate of the importance of
heating effects.
4-1
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Current-voltage characteristics of a single phase-slip center
developing into a normal hot spot by self-heating.Parameters
are T = 1.26K and I =2.41 mA. The dashed-dotted line
c
co
has ApsT.Bum. The full lines are for ApsSum, and for various
values of &: 0.2,0.3, 0.5, and 0.7 resp. The broken line
shows the predictions of the SBT hot spot model.
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H.NUMERICAL SOLUTION

'f:
*

A numerical solution must be used to calculate the full currentvoltage characteristics. From Section II we find that the equations to

t

be solved are;

T •(X)i'l

(13)

dx
and

dx £

u

u

eGS

UA

UA

!

with u=U -u • We assume a phase-slip center with its core located at
n s

|

x=0 in a strip of length L. At :;;=L/2 the boundary conditions are T=T.

^

and u=0. At x=0 the gradient of u is given by the normal current

•

leaving the core and entering the superconductor:

Similarly the gradient of T at x=0 is set by the power input of the
core:

dT

&I V

ê
As soon as T=T

at x=0, which implies I =0 the hot spot limit is

reached. We now switch to the model outlined before where the strip is
divided in a normal part at T>T and a superconducting part at T<T .
c
c
Eqs. 13 and 14 describe the dissipation and temperature rise inside
the superconducting part of the strip. At x=L/2 we require that u=0
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Fig. 2
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0.5
CURRENT (l/lc)

0.6

0.7

Same curves as shown in Fig.1 on an expanded voltage scale.
The dots mark points where the temperature profile has been
calculated as well (Fig.3)

and T=T. . At the boundary between the normal and superconducting part
D

of the strip the following condition is imposed:

^

- —I

d~ - as

(17)
1

ur

'

which means that the total current enters the superconductor as
quasipartiele current. We also require at the boundary continuity of T
and dT/dx. In the normal region the heat balance equation is again
giver* by Eq.12* with the right hand aide replaced by Eq.7. At x=0 we
now require dT/dx=0. Evidently if T(Q)=T the hot spot solution and
c
the phase-slip solution match because then the normal domain has zero
length and the critical current is zero. The hot spot model reduces to
a phase-slip center with zero critical current. The equations are
solved numerically for a fixed current value I. The voltage follows

ji
i

from Eq.1.

j

In Fig,1 the results of such a numerical solution are shown.A single
;

phase-slip center is assumed at x=0 in a strip of length 350 um and

:

thickness 50 nm. The parameters used are appropriate for aluminum with

|

TQ=1.26QK, I

=24 mA,n=15wm. The latter value corresponds to a heat

y

transfer coefficient Y R of 0.08 W/cm K. K follows from the normal

\,

resistivity by using the Wiedemann-Franz law. The full lines corres-

j

pond to a value of the inelastic scattering length A„ of 5j»m, the
dashed-dotted line to A =7.8um. For comparison we have also reproduced
the predictions of the SBT-model (broken line). Clearly, including the
nonequilibrium dissipation leads to significant shifts in the plateau

j

current predicted by the different models. It leads also to quite

\

complicated behavior at low voltages. In Fig.2 the results of Fig.1
,t

are replotted on an expanded voltage scale. It demonstrates the effect

J

of varying the value of the time-averaged supercurrent by changing the
parameter 3 from 0.2 to 0.7. The initial slope at V=0 depends strongly

.;

on the value of & and can be derived analytically. One finds that the
slope is negative for:

Ï1-
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Fig.3

UQ

60
DISTANCE

80

100

Temperature profile for various values of the voltage. Note
that for T<T , dT/dx is not equal to zero. The broken line
c
marks the boundary between the phase-slip solution and the
hot spot solution.
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o
In 2 n
T -1.75
(S2> 1.034 Cv-) -,— (1- -»-)
A
eo
E
c

(18)

where I Q is a scaling current given by

L=vTï„wS/p)^
v

(19)

Q ft,

This scaling eurreri, generates sufficient heat to maintain a normal
metal film at "•• i' while the bath is at absolute zero. From this
c
criterion wa find that for A.,=5wm a negative slope should be observed
i

&

I

forfl<Q-3Q5.A negative slope is indeed observed in curve B,which has
6=0.3. A better resolution of the calculations is required to check
this criterion in detail. For curve B we have also calculated the

L

temperature as a function of position,as shown in Fig.3. The appropriate succesive voltages are indicated in Fig.2 as dots. As long as T<T
at x=0 the phase-slip model is valid. Note that the 6-function power
input shows up in the nonzero gradient of T at x=0« For T(O)>T the
~™ c

hot spot model is valid. Evidently the curves coincide for T(O)>T .
The only difference between the curves is the time-averaged supercurrent which is irrelevant in the hot spot case. Notice however that
before T(0)=T is reached, the curves for different P, already start to

'

follow the same line. Apparently at these voltages the temperature
dependence of the critical current no longer determines the shape of

|

the curves. In solving the model we found that the details of the
behavior at low voltages depend strongly on the ratio of n/A„ and on
the value of 6, which is illustrated in Fig.1.
5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

'j

i
•
i

j

;
The present model appears capable of describing in a self-consistent
11

;

manner the current-voltage characteristics of phase-slip centers

j

including the effects of self-heating. The relevance of the model for

{

a discussion of experimental data depends on a number of points.

i

First, the model assumes that the core is small compared to A, which

A
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0.1

Fig.4

0.2
0.3
CURRENT (I/IC(B))

Current-voltage characteristics for several bath temperatures: F at 6nK,E at 36 mK and B at 73 mK below T . The
c
current is normalized to the critical current at 73 mK below
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is not true for some materials. Secondly, it assumes knowledge of p,
the tirae-averaged supercurrent, which can be determined close to T •
c
No strong temperature dependence of B has yet been found. If & is
temperature dependent farther away from T the model would not change
essentially. Thirdly, it is assumed that electrons and phonons are in
thermal equilibrium and that" acoustic mismatch causes a thermal
boundary resistance (¥,,)" . In thin films, due to the small volume to
surface ratio, the thermal bottleneck might be the heat transfer from
electrons to phononsJ' . In this case the same model can be used.The
temperature is again the electron temperature, which is now different
from the phonon temperature. If the phonons are at T

the model

s

remains the same with n replaced by (DT _ . ) . This is equivalent to
taking Y„=c d/x
, with c the electronic heat capacity and T .
K. v
e«»pn
v
e~pn
the relaxation time for energy transfer from the electrons to phonons.

Usually experimental results on phase-slip centers are plotted as a
function of temperature. In Fig.4 results of the calculations are
shown for succesive bath temperatures, namely 6, 36 and 73 mK below
T . The currents are normalized to the critical current at the lowest
c
bath temperature, while 6=0.3. A comparison with Fig.5 where we have
reproduced results from Ref.2 on tin strips reveals a striking
similarity. In particular the complicated behavior at low voltages
shows up very markedly.
The plateau current shown in Fig.1 can be used to determine Y„. In
this way we have analyzed measurements of ths plateau current of
narrow aluminum strips. For films of thickness 50nm, Th is known to be
5
about 4 ns . Taking this value into account we find Y„=0.02 to 0.05
2
W/cm K, corresponding to a thermal healing length of 20 to 30 \im.
Compared to measurements of the thermal boundary conductance of bulk
aluminum to liquid helium

Y„ is rather small. If the heat transfer

between the electrons and phonons is limiting the thermal healing
length i-'ould be (DT
)*. The values found correspond to T . of 2
e-ph
e-ph
to 45 ns, in quite good agreement with theoretical values for elec89

UK)

3,9

1
CURRENT (mA)

3.8 3,6W 3.0

2

5\
Fig.5

Current-voltage characteristics of a tin microstrip reproduced from Fig.7b of Ref.2
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7
tron-phonon scattering from Kaplan et al . This value is different
from T_ appearing in T n * of Eq,1, which governs the relaxation of
5
charge imbalance. In related experiments we have found evidence that
t-, is determined by electron-electron scattering in sufficiently
El

thin and dirty films. This process although effective for charge
imbalance relaxation is incapable of transfering heat from the
electrons to the phonons. If indeed heat transfer from electrons to
phonons is the bottleneck the following picture emerges for heating of
phase-slip centers in aluminum strips: The nonequilibrium generated as
charge imbalance is relaxed on a time scale of M ns. The average
energy of the electrons raised by the electric field relaxes on a time
scale of 30 ns due to phonon emission. Clearly, additional experiments
are required.
In conclusion, a model is presented that is capable of describing
the heating of a phase-slip center and its subsequent development into

•i

a normal hot spot. Qualitative agreement with experimental data is
obtained. Detailed comparison appears to be possible. The assumption
of a short core is not valid for some materials. Care must be taken in
analyzing the actual process of heat transfer from the electrons via
the phonons to the helium bath and the substrate.

:
,
j
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CHAPTER IV

Current-Induced Relaxation of Charge Imbalance
in Superconducting Phase-Slip Centers*
M. Stuivinga, i, E. Mooij, and T. ML Klapwijk
Department of Applied Physics, Delft University of Technology, Delft, The Netherlands
(Received August 24,1981)

i
!
;
i
I

In superconductors with a relatively long inelastic scattering time, relaxation
of charge imbalance generated in phase*slip centers will be dominated by
elastic scattering in the presence of a supercurrent. The spatial dependence
of the electrochemical potential is calculated. Important qualitative differences
occur from the usual model of phase-slip centers, based on relaxation by
inelastic scattering.
1. INTRODUCTION
Charge imbalance in superconductors1 can be relaxed by several
mechanisms: inelastic scattering or elastic scattering in the presence of a
pair-breaker, such as a magnetic field, paramagnetic impurities, a supercurrent, or gap anisotropy. Following Schmid2 in discussing the work of Schmid
and Schön,3 the relaxation time for charge imbalance r r is equal to

where

Here TB is the inelastic scattering time for electrons at the Fermi surface,
A is the energy gap, r, is the spin-flip scattering time, D = vF//3 is the
diffusion constant, m is the single-electron mass, and v, is the velocity of
the superrluid. We used the shorter notation r T for Schmid's T{R\
In phase-slip centers4 charge imbalance is generated by a bias current
that exceeds the critical current. The imbalance, generated within a short
'Research supported by the Stichting voor Fundamenteel Onderzoek der Materie FOM.
555
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region of the order of the Ginzburg-Landau coherence length £GL. spreads
over a much longer region, given by the diffusion length (DTT)112. Usually,
for phase-slip centers it has been assumed that relaxation occurs only by
inelastic scattering, so that in Eq. (1), r = ( 2 T E V 1 and the relaxation time is
TE = (4fcB7VffA)TE

(2)

U2

As 4 is proportional to (Tc - T) near Tc, the associated diffusion length
and the differential resistance of the phase-slip center should diverge
proportional to (Tc - TT1'* near T« as has been observed experimentally
in tin and indium.5 Kadin etal.6 have studied phase-slip centers in tin while
decreasing r T below the value of Eq. (2) by applying a magnetic field.
Qualitatively, the nature of the phase-slip center is not changed by this
procedure; the same temperature dependence is expected and was
observed.
It is interesting to consider the influence of the supercurrent on charge
imbalance relaxation in this context. Lemberger and Clarke7 recently
confirmed the influence of v, on rT by measuring TT in a tunneling experiment in the presence of a transport current. Ivlev et a/.8 performed calculations on a current-carrying normal metal-superconductor interface.
However, although the presence of a supercurrent of the order of the
critical current is an essential feature of phase-slip centers, so far the
dependence of T T on u, has been ignored. We will show that this is justified
for some superconductors close to Tc, but wrong for others.
2. HOMOGENEOUS CASE
In order to investigate the importance of the supercurrent in relaxing
charge imbalance, we will compare its influence with that of the second
term in Eq. (lb). We ignore scattering by paramagnetic impurities and
spatial dependences. In the presence of a position-independent supercurrent at the critical level we then find

where pc is the value of the superfluid momentum at the critical current.
According to Ginzburg-Landau theory, pc is equal to ft/(31/2£Gi.). We see
that
2TE

«£GL

2TE

ofd.

where TOL is the Ginzburg-Landau time, equal to (irh/8kBTc)(l
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If /3 is defined as
P

3TGL_3ffft/T E
rE ~ 8

Tc

it is clear that for /3 » 1 charge imbalance relaxation is dominated by
inelastic scattering, while for lower temperatures, where /3 « 1, the effect
of the current is most important. Crossover occurs at the temperature
where 0 = I, for which values are given in Table I for various materials.
Experiments on phase-slip centers are usually performed in a range of
reduced temperature differences between 5 x 10""* and KT J . In this range
inelastic scattering dominates for Nb, Pb, and In, while for Sn at the lower
temperatures, current relaxation cannot altogether be ignored. In contrast,
in Zn, current relaxation dominates completely, while also for Al it should
be the most important process.
In this paper we will consider the case where 0 « 1. At the critical
current, near Tc, the charge imbalance relaxation time is

(5)
We have included the fact that at ƒ,., A is depressed to a factor (2/3) 1 / 2 .
The temperature dependence of r,c is stronger than for TE. It should be
noted that T,C is denned at the critical current density for each temperature,
not at a constant value of the current.
If the supercurrent is smaller than the critical current, T T is longer.
The velocity vs is proportional to / S /A 2 . Accordingly,
rlc
TABLE I
Crossover Temperatures (or Various Superconductors"

Material
Nb
Pb
In
Sn
Al

Zn

(Tc-T\

K*

u cV

798
625
321
294
102
76

40
30
5
7
5X10'*
7xlO" 3

\ Tc i 0 " 1
6xlO""2
6 x 10" 2
9xlO"3
3xlO" 2
6x10"*
1 x 10'*

"At lower temperatures charge imbalance relaxation by the
supercurrent dominates.
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as seen from Eq. (1). The gap itself depends slightly on the current. We
define the correction factor ƒ, using J, ~ /s//c. as
/(/,)s4 2 (/ s )/A 2 (/ c )
and find
ƒ(ƒ«) = Hi + 2 cos rj cos"1 (1-2/?)]}

(6)

ƒ varies between 1,5 at ƒ, = 0 and I at /, =/ e . Using /, we see that
(7)

3. PHASE-SUP CENTERS
In a phase-slip center, the total current density j is equal to the sum
of normal and super currents, which are both position-dependent:

/=AU)H,U)

(8)

We consider one phase-slip center with its core at x = 0. For x > 0 the pair
electrochemical potential is constant and assumed to be zero, while the
quasiparticle potential <n„ depends on x. The /*„ is a measure of the amount
of charge imbalance connected with the diffusion current /„:

p is the electrical resistivity and e is the electron charge. As j is constant,
/j ==;-ƒ„(x) varies with x and, consequently, the effective relaxation time
for charge imbalance is not a constant in the problem. In the stationary
case, at each position
employing the usual relaxation time approximation. When all variations
of fir,, /«, and ƒ, are slow on a scale of £ G L, we can use Eq. (7) to obtain
d2fln=

dx2

Hn js

DricjJ

-ifh'

<-•

The boundary conditions for the problem are given by the value of the
time-averaged supercurrent at x =0, which we call a/c, and the fact that
for large x, **„ goes to zero. In experiments a is found to be of the order
of 0.5. We will normalize x to the diffusion length
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with X=x/A, Similarly, J = j/jc and O = n„/epjc\. In these quantities, the
supercurrent is

h U h
where the derivative is taken with respect to X.
The differential equation describing the spatial dependence in the
diffusive region of the phase-slip center turns out to be
(10)
with boundary conditions
X-KX>,

Q-*Q.

In this equation f(J + Q') is defined by Eq. (6).
We have solved Eq. (10) for different values of ƒ and a, using a
numerical Runge-Kutta integration method. For this integration Q(Q) and
O'(0) are to be known, O(0) can be determined in the following way: Let
P =» Q' = dQ/dX. Then dX » dQfP. We have

Separation of variables yields

For very large X, P and Q are both zero. Integrating from there, we find

0(0)2=2

f"

Jo

This integral can be solved by partial integration, giving

\!
I

Q(Of = a - J + 6/[sin2 g(a)-sin2 g(J)]

+ i[sin5g(a)-sin5g(/)]
+ 3[sing(a)-sing(/)]

'I

+ 3/ln[sing(/)/sing(a)]

j

where the function g(z) is defined by g(z) = 3 sin"1 z.

i

i
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Fig. I Normalized I-V characteristics of a phase-slip center, where current relaxation
of charge imbalance dominates. Ic is the critical current, p is the resistivity, A is the
diffusion length at the critical current density, and A is the cross section. The parameter
a is the time-averaged supsrcurrent in the core of the phase-slip center.

By calculating O(0), we have not only obtained ihe starting value of
O for integration, but also the I-V characteristic of the phase-slip center.
The voltage across the center is equal to two times p/ c AO(0). In Fig. 1 we
have plotted the I-V curve at two values of a. In contrast with the solution
for relaxation dominated by inelastic scattering, a distinct curvature is
observed. As the current increases, relaxation is faster and the increase of
voltage slightly slower. In actuel experiments heating effects, not considered
here, tend to induce curvature of opposite sign.
The solution of Eq. (10) yields the dependence of (? on A". In Fig. 2
we give our results for a = 0.3, on linear and logarithmic scales. On a
logarithmic scale, the lines are not straight, demonstrating the deviation
from simple exponential falloff. Another feature is the fact that lines for
different currents actually cross. This means that for large X values, /xn
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Fig. 2 Normalized electrochemical quasiparticle potential O = nJ <Wf A versus position
IX = x/A) at different values of current bias (J = ;// c ). Note crossover at high X value,
(a) Linear scale, ib) logarithmic scale.

sometimes decreases when the current is increased, due to faster relaxation
at higher current.
In experiments on phase-slip centers often dVjdl is measured instead
of Vn or (j.n{x). In the usual phase-slip center model, with fixed relaxation
time T £ dVnldl shows the same spatial dependence as Vn itself. At each
position, dVJdl is independent of current bias. When current-induced
relaxation dominates, dVJdl is a much more complicated quantity. In
Fig. 3 we give linear and logarithmic plots of dO/dJ as a function of X.
In the preceding calculations we have neglected all dynamic effects.
It is clear that they will also be strongly influenced. Charge imbalance
waves are different in the current-carrying state in aluminum or other
metals with long TE. The prediction5 that in those metals ac charge imbalance
effects have a much shorter range than the dc effects also has to be
reconsidered. Our calculations show that the range of dc effects is considerably shorter than previously expected.
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Fig. 3. Derivative of electrochemical potential with respect to current, (a) Linear scale, Ib)
logarithmic scale.

4. DISCUSSION
In the previous section we have shown that relaxation of charge
imbalance by elastic scattering can be very important in phase-slip centers
where the supercurrent has a considerable magnitude. The effective length
of the phase-sUp center and its resistance are much smaller in materials
such as aluminum and zinc than expected on the basis of the relaxation
time TE, associated with inelastic scattering only. We have performed
measurements on phase-slip centers in aluminum9; the preliminary results
clearly show that the effective relaxation time is shorter than TÊ. However,
a careful analysis has to be performed to distinguish between scattering by
(accidental) paramagnetic impurities or current-induced relaxation as the
main mechanism.
The calculations for current-induced relaxation as presented in this
paper indicate that the temperature dependence should be stronger than
with the other processes and that in general the spatial dependence of the
potential and the I-V characteristic are more complicated due to the
position dependence of the relaxation time.
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SUMMARY
The research described in

!
this thesis deals with certain

aspects of non-equilibrium superconductivity. The phenomena which
are studied occur in a regime where the quasi-particle distribution is not in equilibrium with the condensate of Cooper pairs. One
can think of two types of non-equilibrium situations. The first is
where the system of quasiparticles as a whole has a charge different
from the condensate. This is called charge imbalance. Another possibility is that a heating, or cooling, of the quasiparticles with
respect to the condensate takes place.

;

Charge imbalance can be best studied in one-dimensional superconductors such as microstrips with transverse dimensions smaller

j

than the characteristic lengths in the superconductor. In the
voltage-carrying state of the microstrip one or more phase-slip

r

centers can occur. A phase-slip center can be described as an oscillatory process (with the Josephson frequency) which is restricted to
a small region with a diffusive tail of charge imbalance on both
sides. This charge imbalance is directly related to a difference of
the electrochemical potential between the quasiparticles and the
Cooper pairs. Both these quantities spatially decay over a characteristic length, which is the quasiparticle diffusion length. In
Chapter II experiments

are described where the potentials and the

behavior of the gap are measured in the region of a phase-slip
center. This is done by means of a set of probes, which individually form a tunnel junction with the microstrip. The microstrip is a
thin evaporated film of aluminum. This material is chosen because of
its long relaxation time and ease of evaporation. The construction
of such a sample requires the use of modern resist and evaporation
techniques. The results of the measurements can be summarized as
follows. The behavior of the potential difference between the quasiparticles aad Cooper pairs in a phase-slip center is exponential
with a divergent diffusion length at the critical temperature, as
expected from the process of charge imbalance relaxation. However
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the inelastic scattering time derived from the measured diffusion
length is found to be about three times smaller than found by other
experiments. An explanation is proposed based on additional relaxation due to pair-breaking interactions such as a supercurrent. In
Chapter IV the relaxation of charge imbalance- is calculated in the
case where supercurrent effects dominate. The result is that in the
presence of large supercurrents the decay is no longer exponential.
Since this does not agree with the measurements another explanation
must be sought. In Chapter II an explanation for the smallness of '
the inelastic relaxation time is given on the basis of the thinness
of the aluminum film, where electron-electron interactions play a
larger role. The main conclusions which can be drawn from the measurements of the gap is that the gap - which is strongly depressed in
the middle of the phase-slip center - reaches its equilibrium value
over a much larger distance than predicted by theory.
One cannot neglect Joule heating effects in the voltage-carrying

states of a microstrip, A non-linear differential equation

decribing the effect of Joule heating on a phase-slip center is
derived in Chapter III. Here the phase-slip center develops into a
normal region in the middle of the strip, bounded by superconducting regions. The numerical solution yields the current-voltage
characteristic of the microstrip.
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Het onderzoek dat in dit proefschrift wordt beschreven,ligt op het
gebied van de niet evenwichts supergeleiding, aangeduid met het
Engelse woord "nonequilibrium superconductivity" , Men bestudeert
daarin verschijnselen, waarbij de qyasideeltjespopulatie niet in
thermisch evenwicht is met het condensaat van Cooperparen. Men kan
twee soorten van "niet evenwicht" onderscheiden. Ten eerste kan het
quasideeltjessysteem als geheel een andere lading hebben als het
condensaat. Dit wordt "charge imbalance" ,ladingsonbalans genoemd.
Een andere mogelijkheid is dat er een algehele opwarming respektievelijk koeling plaatsvindt van de quasideeltjes ten opzichte van het
condensaat.
"Charge imbalance"kan het best bestudeerd worden in ééndimensionale supergeleider, zoals een mikrostrip met dwarsafmetingen
kleiner dan de karakteristieke lengten in de supergeleider. In de
spanningvoerende toestand van een mikrostrip kunnen één of meerdere faseslipcentra voorkomen. Een faseslipcentrum kan beschreven
worden als een oscillerend proces (met de Josephsonfrekwentie)
beperkt tot een klein gebied, met aan weerszijden daarvan een diffusiestaart van ladingsonbalans. Deze "charge imbalance" is direkt
gekoppeld aan een verschil in elektrochemische potentiaal van de
quasideeltjes en Cooperparen. Ladingsonbalans en het verschil in
potentiaal vallen beide af over een karakteristieke afstand, de
quasideeltjes diffusielengte. In hoofdstuk II zijn experimenten
beschreven, waarin de potentialen alsmede het verloop van de "gap"
is gemeten, ter plaatse van een faseslipcentrum. Dit is gedaan met
een stelsel van probes die ieder apart met de mikrostrip een tunneljunktie vormen. De mikrostrip is een dunne opgedampte laag aluminium, welk materiaal is gekozen vanwege zijn lange relaxatietijd en
goede opdampeigenschappen. Om een dergelijk meetmonster te fabriceren is gebruik gemaakt van moderne fotoresist- en opdamptechnieken.
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De resultaten van de metingen kunnen als volgt worden samengevat. Het verloop van het potentiaalverschil tussen quasideeltjes
en Cooperparen bij een faseslipcentrum is exponentieel en de dif104
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fusielengte divergeert dicht bij de kritische temperatuur, zoals
op grond van " charge imbalance" relaxatie kan worden verwacht.
Daarentegen volgt voor de uit de diffusielengte afgeleide inelastische verstrooiingstijd een waarde,welke ongeveer een faktor drie
kleiner is als die gevonden is in andere experimenten. Er is gecracht hiervoor een verklaring te vinden op grond van extra relaxa"
tie als gevolg van paarbrekende processen,zoals een superstroom.
In hoofdstuk IV is berekend hoe de "charge imbalance" zal afvallen in de plaats, als de relaxatie ten gevolge van de superstroom domineert. Dit heeft als gevolg, dat voor grote stroomwaarden
het verval niet meer met een e-macht gaat: dit is in strijd met het
resultaat van de metingen en er is naar een andere verklaring gezocht. In hoofstuk II wordt een verklaring voor de kleine waarde van
de inelastische verstrooiingstijd gegeven, welke berust op de kleine
laagdikte van de aluminium film, waarin elektron-elektron interakties
een grotere rol kunnen spelen.
De belangrijkste konklusie, die uit de

gapmetingen getrokken

kan worden, is dat de "gap", die het sterkst is ingezakt in het
midden van het faseslipcentrum, over een grotere afstand naar zijn
evenwichtswaarde toegaat dan op theoretische gronden kan worden verwacht .
In de spanningvoerende toestand van een mikrostrip zijn opwarmingseffekten niet zonder meer te verwaarlozen. In hoofdstuk III
is een niet-lineaire differentiaalvergelijking afgeleid, welke
een faseslipcentrum beschrijft, dat ten gevolge van Joule warmte
overgaat in een konfiguratie, waarbij er één normaal gebied ontstaat
midden in de strip, welke verder supergeleidend blijft. De numerieke oplossing genereert de stroom-spanningskarakteristiek van
de mikrostrip.
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De promovendus is in juni 1949 geboren te Amsterdam. In juni
1967 behaalde zij het gymnasium 3 diploma aan het Montessori Lyceum
ter plaatse, waarna zij met haar studie aan de Universiteit van
Amsterdam is begonnen. Na een tussentijdse onderbreking
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jaar in Zuid-Frankrijk, deed zij daar in juni 1974 het doktoraalexamen experimentele natuurkunde. Daarna was zij een jaar verbonden
aan het Natuurkundig Laboratorium van de Universiteit van Amsterdam,
waar zij met mikrogolftechnieken heeft gewerkt. In het studiejaar
1975-1976 werkte zij aan een Ph.D. programma op het Clarendon Laboratory (Oxford) waar zij onderzoek heeft gedaan betreffende de
materiaaleigenschappen van diamant. In januari 1976 kreeg zij een
tijdelijk dienstverband als wetenschappelijk medewerker aan de
Technische Hogeschool te Delft aangeboden in dienst van de F.O.M.
In dezelfde tijd werd met het onderzoek neergelegd in dit proefschrift begonnen.
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STELLINGEN

1, Het verdient aanbeveling om de rol van rotatienivo's in de infrarood raultifotonexoitatie van geïsoleerde 3- en 4-atoraige molekulen
nader te bestuderen.
2, Bij de fabricage van monsters met behulp van fotoresisttechnieken
wordt het slaagpercentage vergroot indien gebruik wordt gemaakt van
een daarvoor speciaal ingerichte stofarme ruimte.
3, In de theoretische uitdrukking voor de inelastische verstrooiingstijd in "disordered" twee-dimensionale metalen, komt een karakteristieke temperatuur voor, welke geen fysische betekenis kan hebben.
E. Abrahams, P.W. Anderson, P.A. Lee en T.V. Ramakrishnan,
Phys.Rev. B2*U 6783(1981).
4. Het is mogelijk om de minimumfrequentie voor microgolfgestimuleerde
supergeleiding te gebruiken om de inelastische verstrooiingstijd voor
elektronen te bepalen.
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5. Het leidt tot fysische tegenstrijdigheden indien er bij de warmte-
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transportvergelijkingen, opgesteld voor een door opwarming verkregen

!J

supergeleider-normaal metaalsupergeleider configuratie in een één-
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dimensionale strip, van wordt uitgegaan dat de overgang tussen een

;

normaal en een supergeleidend gebied een lengte A Q # heeft welke
niet van de temperatuur afhangt.
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6. Ten gevolge van de sterke binding tussen twee spingepolariseerde
+

j

stikstofatomen in de

Z toestand, is het niet waarschijnlijk

'

dat bij lage temperaturen stikstof in zuivere atomaire vorm gestabiliseerd zal kunnen worden.
R.F. Ferrante en W.C. Stwalley, J.Chem.Phys. 78_, 3107 (1983).
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7. Metingen van Baman signalen afkomstig van edelgastrimeren in supersupersone expansies worden bemoeilijkt door de aanwezigheid van dimeren in aanzienlijk grotere concentraties.
H.P. Godfried en I.F. Silvers, Phys.Rev. A27, April 1983.

8. De aanmerkelijke verschillen zowel in uitvoering als in volgorde
der illustraties, tussen de edities vsn de vijfde en van de zesde
maand van 181M van de "Suiseki Gafu", deel 1, tonen aan dat met de
vermelding van alleen het jaar van uitgave niet kan worden volstaan
in bibliografische beschrijvingen.
C.H. Mitchell, The Illustrated Books of the Nanga, Maruyama, Shijo
and other related schools of Japan, A Bibliography; p. 505,
(Dawson's Book Shop, Los Angeles, 1972).

9. Uit lezing van het promotiereglement van de Technische Hogeschool
Delft, blijkt dat aan het vóórkomen van vrouwelijke promovendi
':

wordt voorbijgegaan.

10. Een dicht net van kinderopvangcentra, in de woonwijken en bij bedrijven, vergroot de ontplooiingsmogelijkheden van het kind en zijn
verzorger(s).
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